University Emeriti

The asterisk (**) before the name indicates the individual is a member of the Graduate faculty.

A

ABELL, ELLEN E., Associate Professor and Extension Specialist Emerita, 1993, PhD MA Washington State, BA Illinois (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

*ABERNETHY, AVERY, Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD South Carolina, BSBA North Carolina (MARKETING)

ACEVEDO, CHANTEL, Professor Emerita, 2006, MFA BA Miami (ENGLISH)

ADAMS III, OLIN L., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2000, PhD Ohio, MBA Mount St. Mary's, AB Centre (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

ADAMS JR, MURRAY C., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD Kentucky, MA BA Mississippi (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

ADRIAN JR, JOHN L., Professor Emeritus, June 2011, PhD Tennessee, MS BAA Auburn (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

AGRAWAL, PRATHIMA, Professor Emerita, 2003, PhD Southern California, MS Rochester, ME BE Indian Institute of Science (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

AGRAWAL, VISHWANI D., James J. Danaher Professor Emeritus, 2016, PhD University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, ME Indian Institute of Science, BE Indian Institute of Technology-Roorkee (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

AHYI, AYAYI CLAUDE, Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD BS Universite des Sciences et Technologies de Lille France (PHYSICS)

*ALBRECHT, ULRICH F., Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD New Mexico State, PhD Duisburg, MS BS Essen. (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

*ALDERMAN, CHARLES W., Dean and Professor Emeritus, 1977, DBA Tennessee, MBA BS Auburn (ACCOUNTANCY)

ALEXANDER, DAVID E., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2005, MM BM Texas (MUSIC)

ALEXANDER, MILTON J., Professor Emeritus, June 1993, DBA Georgia State, MBA St. Louis, BS Illinois (BUSINESS)

ALFORD, WILLIAM L., Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD MS Cal. Tech, BA Vanderbilt (PHYSICS)

*ALLEN, BRENDA M., Associate Professor, Extension Specialist Emerita, 1978, PhD Auburn, MS BS Tuskegee (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

ALLEN, WARD S., Hargis Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD MA BA Vanderbilt (ENGLISH)

ALLEY, KELLY D., Alma Holladay Professor Emerita, 1991, PhD MA Wisconsin, BS Cornell (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

ALVAREZ, NICOLAS E., Professor Emeritus, 2004, PhD MA California-Berkeley, BA Puerto Rico (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

ALVERSON JR, WILLIAM J., Assistant Dean Emeritus, 2006, MEd BS Auburn (AGRICULTURE)

ANDERSON, GLENN A., Librarian and Assistant Dean Emeritus, August 2010, MLS Florida State, MA BA SUNY-Albany (UNIVERSITY LIBRARY)

ARMENAKIS, ACHILLES A., Professor Emeritus, July 2015, DBA Mississippi State, MBA BS Louisiana Tech (MANAGEMENT)

*ARMSTRONG, JAMES B., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Virginia Tech, MS Abilene Christian, BS Freed-Hardeman (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)
ARMSTRONG, LEE, General Counsel Emeritus, 2018 (OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL)

ASKEW, RAYMOND F., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD Virginia, BS Birmingham Southern (PHYSICS)

ATKINS, LEAH RAWLS, Director Emerita, September 1995, PhD MA BS Auburn (CENTER FOR ARTS AND HUMANITIES)

ATTLEBERGER, MARIE H., Professor Emerita, October 1986, DVM MS Auburn, PhD Alabama (MICROBIOLOGY)

AULL, JOHN L., Professor Emeritus, September 2005, PhD North Carolina St, AB North Carolina (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

AVERY, ARTHUR W., Professor Emeritus, September 2011, PhD MS BA Penn State (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

B

BACKSCHEIDER, PAULA R., Philpott-Stevens Eminent Scholar Emerita, 1992, PhD BA Purdue, MS Southern Connecticut State (ENGLISH)

BAGINSKI, THOMAS A., Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD MSEE BSEE Penn State (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

BAILEY JR, L. CONNER, Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD Cornell, MA Ohio, BS Southern Oregon (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

BAIRD, SAMERA, Professor Emerita, 2005, PhD Texas, MA BS Tennessee (REHABILITATION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION)

BAIRD, WILLIAM E., Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD Texas, MS BS Tennessee (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

BAKER, RICHARD A., Professor Emeritus, 1995, EdD Oklahoma State, MEd BS Auburn (VOCAATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION)

BALINT, BRENDAN, Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Loyola University (ENGLISH)

BALL, DONALD M., Professor Emeritus, December 2010, PhD MS Auburn, BS Western Kentucky (AGRONGOMY SOILS)

BANNON, JAMES S., Director Emeritus of the Outlying Units Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station (ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION)

BARBAREE, JAMES M., Scharnagel Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD Georgia, MS BS Southern Mississippi (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

BARKER, LEWIS M., Professor Emeritus, 2000, PhD MA Florida State, BA Occidental (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

BARNES, PAT H., Vice President Emerita, September 1995, EdD MEd Auburn University, BS Texas Woman’s University (STUDENT AFFAIRS)

BARNETT, ANDY, Professor Emeritus, September 2000, BA MA PhD Virginia (ECONOMICS)

BARRY, MARY E., Assoc. Professor Emerita, June 1999, EdD MS BS Temple (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

BARTELS, JAN E., Professor and Head Emeritus, 2001, DVM Washington State, MS Guelph, BS Oregon State (RADIOLOGY)

*BARTLETT, RANDALL N., Professor Emeritus, 1990, MPA Columbus State, Blnd Auburn (SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN)

BAYNE, DAVID R., Professor Emeritus, September 2006, PhD MS Auburn, BA Tulane (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

*BEALE, DAVID G., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD MSE Michigan, BS Michigan Tech (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

BEARD, T. RANDOLPH, Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD Vanderbilt, BA Tulane (ECONOMICS)

BEARD, ATHA A., Associate Professor Emerita, September 1995, MBA BS Auburn (ACCOUNTANCY)

*BEASLEY, JOHN P., Professor Emeritus, 2014, Ph.D. Louisiana State University, M.S. Oklahoma State University, B.S. Auburn University (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)
BECK, DIANE E., Professor Emerita, 2004, PharmD BS Pharm Florida (CLINICAL PHARMACY PRACTICE)

BECKER, THEODORE L., Professor Emeritus, 1988, Education PhD Northwestern, MA Marilyn, LLB Rutgers (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

BECKETT, SIDNEY D., Assoc. Dean Emeritus, 1994, PhD Missouri, DVM MS Auburn, BS Mississippi State (RESEARCH AND GRADUATE STUDIES, VETERINARY MEDICINE)

BECKWITH, GUY V., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1980, PhD California-Santa Barbara, BA California-Santa Cruz (HISTORY)

*BEHREND, ELLEN N., Professor Emerita, 1996, PhD Auburn, MS Colorado State, VMD Pennsylvania (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

BEIL JR, RICHARD O., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD Texas AM, MS North Texas State, BBA Texas Tech (ECONOMICS)

BELL, LEONARD N., Professor Emeritus (POULTRY SCIENCE)

BELLAH, JAMIE R., Professor and Department Head Emeritus, 2003, DVM Colorado State (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

BENEFIELD, LARRY O., Dean and Professor Emeritus, July 2012, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BCE Auburn (ENGINEERING)

BENGSTON, GEORGE W., Assoc. Dean and Professor Emeritus, July 2001, PhD Yale, MF Duke, BS LSU (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

BENNETT JR, DANIEL D., Professor Emeritus, 2011, MArch Rice, BArch Auburn (ARCHITECTURE)

*BERGEN, WERNER G., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD MS BS Ohio State (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

BERGER, BRUCE A., Professor & Department Head Emeritus, September 2009, PhD MS BSPharm Ohio State (PHARMACY CARE SYSTEM)

BERNARD, NANCY MASON, Director Emerita, 2018 (STUDENT CAREER SERVICES)

BEST, TROY L., Professor Emeritus, 1996, PhD MS Oklahoma, BS E. New Mexico (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

*BHAVNANI, SUSHIL H., Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Iowa State, MS Indian Inst., BS Bangalore (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

BIGGS, LINDY B., Associate Professor Emerita, 2012, PhD MIT, MA BS Missouri (HISTORY)

BILGILI, SACIT F., Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD Auburn, VMD Ankara, MS Oregon State (POULTRY SCIENCE)

BISHOP, BARBARA A., Associate Professor Emerita University Libraries, 1988, MALS BA South Florida (LIBRARY)

BLACK, J TEMPLE, Professor Emeritus, September 1998, PhD Illinois, MS W. Virginia, BS Lehigh (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)


*BLAGBURN, BYRON L., Distinguished University Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD Illinois, MS BS Andrews (PATHOBIOLOGY)

BLAKE, JOHN P., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Virginia Tech, MS Maine, BS Pennsylvania State (POULTRY SCIENCE)

BLAKNEY, WILLIAM G., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1990, MSc Ohio State, BS Nova Scotia Tech (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

BLASHFIELD, ROGER K., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD AM Indiana, BS Ohio State (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

BLAYLOCK, ROBERT E., Professor Emeritus, December 2003, MS Mississippi State (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

BLEVINS, WILLARD T., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD MS North Carolina State, BS Appalachian State (MICROBIOLOGY)

*BLEMENTHAL, RIK, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD Penn State, BS UCLA (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

BLUMSACK, JUDITH T., Associate Professor Emerita, 2014, PhD Florida State. (SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING SCIENCES)

*BOBROWSKI, PAULA E., Professor Emerita, 2005, PhD Syracuse, MBA BS Oregon (POLITICAL SCIENCE)
BOHANAN, DONNA J., Professor Emerita, 1982, PhD MA Emory, BA Hendrix (HISTORY)

BOLAND III, JOSEPH S., Professor Emeritus, June 2007, PhD Georgia Tech., MS BEE Auburn (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

BOLTON, JONATHAN W., Professor Emeritus, 1996, PhD Maryland, MA CUNY-Brooklyn, BA Miami (ENGLISH)

BOND, EVELYN B., Assoc. Professor Emerita, June 1992, MEd Auburn, BS Berry (VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION)

BONDY, BARB, Jane Dickson Lanier Professor Emerita, 2003, MFA Southern Illinois Carbondale, BFA University of Windsor, ON (ART AND ART HISTORY)

BOOSINGER, MARCIA L., Associate Dean and Librarian IV Emerita, 1986, MLS Alabama, MA BA Purdue (LIBRARY)

BOOSINGER, TIMOTHY R., Professor and Provost Emeritus (College of Veterinary Medicine and Office of the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs)

BOOTHE, HARRY W., Professor Emeritus, 2003, DVM Michigan State, MS Texas AM (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

BOUDREAUX, MARY K., Professor Emerita, 1986, PhD Cornell, DVM LSU (PATHOBIOLOGY)

BOWMAN, BRIAN L., Professor Emeritus, August 2010, PhD MS BS Wayne State (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

BOYD, CLAUDE E., Butler Cunningham Eminent Scholar and Professor Emeritus, 1971, PhD Auburn, MS BS Mississippi State (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

BOYLES, WILEY R., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD Tennessee, BS Chattanooga (MANAGEMENT)

BOZACK, MICHAEL J., Professor Emeritus, June 2018, PhD Oregon, MS BS Michigan State, MA Western Baptist (PHYSICS)

BRABHAM, EDNA, Professor Emerita, 2014, PhD MS BA Florida State (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

BRADBARD, MARILYN R., Professor and Head Emerita, July 2006, PhD MS Georgia, BA New Hampshire (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

BRADBERRY, GEORGE L., Executive Director Emeritus, September 1985, BS Georgia (ALUMNI AND DEVELOPMENT)

*BRADEN, TIMOTHY D., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD Colorado State, BS Oklahoma State (ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY)

BRADLEY, JAMES T., Professor Emeritus, June 2010, PhD Washington, BS Wisconsin (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

BRADY, YOLANDA J., Associate Professor Emerita, 1984, PhD Auburn, MS Southern Mississippi, BS Mississippi (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

BRAMLETT, GENE A., Director Emeritus, September 1995, PhD MS Kentucky, BS Murray State (CENTER ON AGING)

BRANNON, EVELYN L., Associate Professor Emerita, PhD Tennessee, MS BS Auburn (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

BRANSBY, DAVID I., Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Natal, MS South Africa, MS Missouri (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

*BRAUND, KATHRYN, Hollifield Professor of Southern History Emerita, 2001, PhD Florida State, MA BS Auburn (HISTORY)

BRAUND, KYLE G., Professor Emeritus, 1999, PhD MVSc BVSc Sydney (VETERINARY MEDICINE)

BRAWNER JR, WILLIAM R., Ware Distinguished Professor Emeritus, 1975, PhD DVM Auburn, MS Florida (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

BREWER, JESSE W., Professor Emeritus, July 2006, PhD Purdue, MA BS Central Michigan (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

BREWER, ROBERT N., Department Head Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD Georgia, MS BS Auburn (POULTRY SCIENCE)

BRINKER, RICHARD W., Dean Emeritus, 2011, PhD BS LSU, MBA Southern Mississippi (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)
BRINSON, SUSAN L., Professor Emerita, 1990, PhD MA Missouri, BA Cameron (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

BROCK, KENNY V., Professor Emeritus, 1997, PhD Tennessee, DVM MS Auburn (PATHOBIOLOGY)

BROUGHTON JR, ROYALL M., Professor Emeritus, 2013, PhD MS BS North Carolina State (POLYMER AND FIBER ENGINEERING)

BROWER, H. TERRI, Professor Emerita, August 2000, EdD Nova, MA BSN Columbia (NURSING)

BROWN, MARY HELEN, Professor Emerita, 1983, PhD Texas, MA Kentucky, BA Centenary (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

BROWN, ALFRED E., Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD UCLA, BS Cal. State-Long Beach (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

BROWN, ELTON R., Professor Emeritus, July 2007, PhD Texas AM, MS BS Mississippi State (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

BROWN, JAMES E., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD Illinois, MS Tuskegee, BS Ft. Valley State (HORTICULTURE)

BROWN, PHILLIP W., Extension Affirmative Action Officer Emeritus, December 2003, EdS MEd BS Tuskegee (ALABAMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SYSTEM)

BROWN, JACK B., Professor Emeritus, 2006, PhD MA BA University of Texas (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

BROWN JR., CLARENCE D., Professor Emeritus, August 2004, PhD Georgia, MEd Auburn, BS Troy St. (REHABILITATION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION)

BROWNING, PHILIP L., Professor Emeritus, September 2008, PhD Wisconsin, MA Texas Tech, BA Howard Payne (REHABILITATION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION)

BRUNNER, CINDY J., Associate Professor Emeritus, July 2007, DVM PhD BS Minnesota (EXTENSION 4-H)

BUCHANAN, ROBERT A., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD PhD BS Wisconsin, MLS Buffalo-SUNY (LIBRARY)

BUCHANAN, ALICE, Associate Professor Emerita, 1997, PhD Texas AM, MEd Mississippi, BSEd The University of Texas at Austin (SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY)

BUCK, DONALD C., Associate Professor Emeritus, June 2009, PhD MA BA Texas (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

*BUCKHALT, JOSEPH A., Professor Emeritus, August 2019, PhD Vanderbilt, BA MS Auburn (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION, AND COUNSELING)

BUFORD Jr, JAMES A., Extension Management Scientist Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Georgia, MS BS Auburn (COORDINATOR EMERITUS, MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT)

BULFIN, ROBERT L., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD MS BS Georgia Tech (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

BURKHALTER, BETTYE B., Assoc. Provost and Vice President for Student Affairs and Professor Emerita, 2000, PhD EdD MA BS The University of Alabama (STUDENT AFFAIRS)

BURKHALTER, JOHN E., Professor Emeritus, PhD Texas, MSAE BAE Auburn (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

*BURKHART, BARRY R., Professor Emeritus, 1974, PhD MS BA Florida State (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

BURLESON, JAMES D., Professor Emeritus, 1986, MTheo Austin Seminary, MArch Rice, BED Texas AM (ARCHITECTURE)

BURNLEY, SAMUEL M., Director Emeritus, 2009 (OUTREACH PROGRAM OFFICE)

BUSCH, RUTH C., Assoc. Professor Emerita, 1991, PhD Arizona, MA Utah State, AB Cornell (SOCIOLGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

BUSCHLE-DILLER, GISELA, Professor Emerita, 1995, PhD MS BS Stuttgart (POLYMER AND FIBER ENGINEERING)

BUSKIST, WILLIAM F., Alumni Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD BS Brigham Young (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
BUXTON, DONALD, Professor Emeritus, 2002, DVM Auburn, PhD Florida (ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY)

BYRD, TERRY A., Bray Professor Emeritus, 2016, PhD South Carolina, BSEE Mass-Amherst (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

C

CADENHEAD, A. KENNETH, Professor Emeritus, June 1992, EdD Auburn, BS MEd Georgia (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

CALLAN Jr, ALLIE W., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1986, MS George Washington, BS Maryland (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

*CAMMARATA, VINCENZO, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD Massachusetts Institute of Technology, BS California Institute of Technology (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

CAMPAGNA, KEITH D., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2003, PharmD BS Pharmacy Duquesne (PHARMACY PRACTICE)

CAMPBELL, L. CAINE, Professor Emeritus, July 1992, PhD MA Mississippi, BS Mississippi State (HISTORY AND JOURNALISM)

CARINO, HONORIO F., Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD Minnesota, MS BS Philippines (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

CARLISLE III, W. HOMER, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD MS BA Emory (COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)


CARRINGTON, THOMAS J., Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Kentucky (GEOSCIENCES)

CARVALHO, JOHN P., Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD North Carolina, MA Cal State-Fullerton, BA Auburn (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

CATTLEY, RUSSELL C., Tyler and Frances Young Endowed Chair Professor Emeritus, 2011, VMD PhD North Carolina State University (PATHOBIOLOGY)

CAUDILL, STEVEN B., Professor Emeritus, June 2009, PhD MA Florida, BA Ohio Wesleyan (ECONOMICS)

CAUSEY, M. KEITH, Professor Emeritus, August 2000, PhD MS BS LSU (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

CAVENDER, A. RAY, Assoc. Director Emeritus, October 1993, PhD Wisconsin, BS MS Tennessee (ACES)

CAVENDER, DOROTHY H., Professor Emerita, June 2008, EdD Auburn, MS BS Kentucky (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

CENTRALLO, CAROL B., Associate Professor and Extension Specialist Emerita, 1992, PhD Minnesota, BS North Alabama (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

CHAMBERS, ROBERT P., Professor Emeritus, 1976, PhD University of California-Berkeley, MS BS California Institute of Technology (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

CHAMBLISS, OYETTE L., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Purdue, MS BS Auburn (HORTICULTURE)

*CHAMPION, CECILIA, Lecturer Emeritus, 2001, PhD MS BA Auburn (MANAGEMENT)

CHANAY, PHILLIP L., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD Louisiana State, MA BS Arkansas (GEOSCIENCES)

CHANG, KAI-HSIUNG, Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD MS Cincinnati, Dipl Taipei Institute of Technology (COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)

*CHAPPELKA III, ARTHUR H., Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Florida (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

CHIBA, LEE, Professor Emeritus (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

CHILDRESS, GEORGE B., Librarian Emeritus, 2009, MLS MA Alabama, BA Virginia Commonwealth (AUBURN UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES)

CHIN, BRYAN A., Professor Emeritus, PhD MS Stanford, BS Auburn (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
CICCI, DAVID A., Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Texas, MS Carnegie Mellon, BS West Virginia (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

CLARK, CARL H., Professor Head Emeritus, 1992, PhD MS Ohio St., DVM BS Washington St. (PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY)

CLARK, WAYNE E., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD Texas AM, MS BS Brigham Young (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

CLARK, RONALD L., Professor Emeritus (ACCOUNTANCY)

CLARK-LEWIS, SANDRA R., Professor Emerita, 2010, AuD Florida, MComm BS Auburn (COMMUNICATION)

CLAYTON, HOWARD R., Professor Emeritus, 2013, PhD MAM Georgia, BS Dipl West Indies (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

CLEM, MARY CATHERINE, Assoc. Professor Emerita, June 1998, MS BS Auburn (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

CLONTS Jr, HOWARD A., Professor Emeritus, September 2000, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Auburn (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

COATES, MIDGE, Associate Professor Emerita, 2009, PhD UC-Riverside, MLS Buffalo-SUNY, MS Virginia, BS Richmond, BA SUNY-Empire (LIBRARY)

COBIA, DEBRA C., Professor Emerita, 2009, EdD Alabama, EdS MEd West Georgia (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION, AND COUNSELING)

COCHRAN, ROBERT H., Senior Lecturer Emeritus, 2005, JD Cumberland, MA Webster College, BSBA Auburn (SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY)

COCHRAN JR, JOHN E., Professor Emeritus, 2013, JD Jones Law, PhD Texas, MS BAE Auburn (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

CODY, REYNOLDS M., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD MS Mississippi State, BA Tennessee (BOTANY AND MICROBIOLOGY)

*COLEMAN, ELAINE S., Associate Professor Emerita, 2001, PhD MS Auburn, DVM Ohio State (ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY)

COLEMAN, DALE A., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD MS West Virginia, BS Colorado State (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

COMSTOCK, ALLYSON G., Professor Emerita, 1988, MFA Arizona State, BA Occidental (ART AND ART HISTORY)

CONNELL, LENDA JO, Under Armour Professor Emerita, June 2012, EdD Auburn, MS LSU, BS Louisiana Tech. (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

*CONNER, DONALD E., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD MS BSE.H. Georgia (POULTRY SCIENCE)

CONNER, DIXIE F., Business Manager Emerita, June 1994, BA Auburn (ATHLETICS)

CONNER, PAUL C., Director Emeritus, November 1992, MEd BS Auburn (ATHLETICS)

COOK, ALAN R., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2011, MArch BArch Nebraska (ARCHITECTURE)

COOK, JAMES P., Assistant Dean Emeritus, July 2012, MAc BS Auburn (BUSINESS)

COOK, JOHN A. (TONY), Extension 4-H Specialist Emeritus (ALABAMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SYSTEM)

COOK JR, ROBERT B., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MS Georgia, EM Colorado-Mines (GEOSCIENCES)

COOPER, JOHN R., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD BEP Auburn, MS Ohio State (PHYSICS)

CORLEY, TOM E., Associate Dean Associate Director Emeritus, 1984, MS BS Auburn (AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION)

CORNETT, JENNIFER, Senior Lecturer Emerita (SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY)

COTTIER, JOHN W., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1976, PhD Missouri, MA Alabama, BS Auburn (SOCILOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)
COUTTS, DOUGLAS CASSON, Distinguished Visiting Professor Emeritus (INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS)

COX, J. GRADY, Professor Emeritus, June 1992, PhD Purdue, MS BS Auburn (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

CRAIG-SCHMIDT, MARGARET C., Professor Emerita, June 2012, PhD Wisconsin, BA Duke (NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES)

*CRANDELL, GEORGE W., Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD MA Texas, BA North Carolina (ENGLISH)

CRAYTON, EVELYN F., Professor Emerita, 1977, EdD Auburn, MS St. Louis, BS Grambling State (NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES)

CRISS, ROBERT R., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1993, JD MBA BBA LLB Mississippi, LLM Alabama (ACCOUNTANCY)

CROCKER, RUTH C., Professor Emerita, 1988, PhD MA Purdue, BA Oxford (HISTORY)

CROCKER, MALCOLM J., Professor Emeritus, August 2011, PhD Liverpool, MS BS Southampton (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

CRONENBERG JR., ALLEN T., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2004, PhD Stanford, MA BA North Carolina (HISTORY)

CROSS II, JAMES H., Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD Texas AM, MS Sam Houston State, BS Houston (COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)

CROWLEY, LARRY G., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD BCSE Texas AM, MBA Texas Christian (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

CRUTCHLEY, CLAIRE E., Assoc. Professor Emerita, 1989, PhD MA BS Virginia Tech (FINANCE)

*CRYSTAL, JILL A., Professor Emerita, 1994, PhD MA Harvard, BA Cornell (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

CUMMINS, KEITH A., Professor Emeritus, 2014, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Washington State (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

CUNNINGHAM, DONALD H., Professor Emeritus, 2005, PhD MA BA Missouri (ENGLISH)

CUPP, EDDIE W., Professor Emeritus, 2006, PhD Illinois, BA Murray St. (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

CUPP, MARY S., Professor Emerita, 2006, PhD Cornell, BS New Orleans (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

CURTIS, CHRISTINE W., Professor Emerita, 2007, PhD MS Florida St, BS Mercer (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

CURTIS, LARRY M., Extension Specialist and Professor Emeritus, December 2003, MS BS Auburn (BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

CUTCHEONS, MALCOLM F., Professor Emeritus, July 1999, PhD MS BS Virginia Tech (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

D

DANE, FENNECHIENA K., Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD Colorado State, MS New Mexico State, BS Netherlands (HORTICULTURE)

DANE, JACOB H., Professor Emeritus, August 2008, PhD Colorado State, MS New Mexico State, BS Netherlands (AGRONOMY SOILS)

DARCH, CRAIG, Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD Oregon (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION, AND COUNSELING)

DARLING, CHARLES M., Professor and Associate Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD BS Mississippi (PHARMACAL SCIENCES)

DARON, CAROL F., Asst. Provost Emerita, July 1997, PhD Auburn, MA Florida St., BA Huntingdon (UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES)

DARONATSY, NANA, Assistant Clinical Professor, MSW Dir of Field Education Emerita, 2013, MSW Indiana University, BA Hanover College (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

DAVIES, WILLIAM D., Professor Emeritus, 1996, PhD North Carolina State, MS Ohio State, BS Purdue (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

*DAVIS, GERARD (JERRY) A., Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD MEd MS Auburn, BSME South Carolina (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

DAVIS, WILLIAM H., Professor Emeritus, 1966, PhD Rice, MA BA Abilene Christian (PHILOSOPHY)
DAVIS JR, KERMIT R., Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Georgia, MBA Mississippi State, BA Mississippi College (MANAGEMENT)

DAWSEY III, CYRUS B., Professor Emeritus, June 2008, PhD Florida, MA BS Florida State (GEOSCIENCES)

DAY, WILLIAM B., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1997, PhD MS BEE Rensselaer (COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)

DE SOUZA, GERALDO S., Professor Emeritus, June 2016, PHD State University of New York at Albany, MA University of Rochester, MS Federal University of Pernambuco (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

*DEFEE, CLIFF, Associate Professor and COB Advisory Council Research Fellow Emeritus, 2019, PhD Tennessee, MBA and BBA Texas AM (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

DELANEY, DENNIS, Professor Emeritus (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

DICKENS, RAY, Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD MS Auburn, BS Arkansas (AGRonomy SOILs)

DIENER, URBAN, Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD North Carolina State, MA Harvard, BA Miami (Ohio) (PLANT PATHOLOGY)

DILLON, ALLEN R., Professor Emeritus, 1973, DVM Texas AM, MBA MS Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

DINIUS, SARA, Associate Professor Emerita, 1993, PhD MS Auburn, BS Northwestern (ACCOUNTANCY)

DIORIO, DOROTHY M., Professor Emerita, June 1993, PhD North Carolina, MA Middlebury, AB Bucknell (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

DOBIE, JAMES L., Professor Emeritus, October 1996, PhD MS Tulane, BS Centenary (ZOLOGY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

*DUFFY, PATRICIA A., Professor Emerita, 1985, PhD Texas AM, MA Auburn, BA Boston College (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

DUGAS, RAY, Professor Emeritus, 1974, MFA Georgia State, BFA LSA (SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN)

*DUGGER Jr, ROLAND R., Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD Wisconsin, MS BS Ohio State (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
DYE, PATRICK F., Head Football Coach Emeritus, September 1994, BS Georgia (ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT)

DYER, DAVID F., Professor Emeritus, 1965, PhD MME Georgia Tech, BME Tennessee (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

E

*EAKES, DONALD J., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Auburn (HORTICULTURE)

EASTERDAY, KENNETH E., Professor Emeritus, June 1998, EdD Case Western, MAT Indiana (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

EAVES, RONALD, Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Georgia, MEd Florida, BS Florida (REHABILITATION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION)

EDMONDS, CHARLES III, Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Arkansas, MSA BA Auburn (FINANCE)

EICK, CHARLES J., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1999, PhD Auburn, MEd Georgia State, BS Clemson (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

ELDER, THOMAS J., Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD Texas AM, MF Stephen F. Austin State, BS SMU ()

ELLERO, NADINE P., Associate Professor Emerita, 2011, MLS BA Buffalo-SUNY (AUBURN UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES)

*ELLISON, KATHY JO, Professor Emerita, 2001, DSN MSN Alabama-Birmingham, BSN Tennessee (NURSING)

ELTON, DAVID J., Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD Purdue, MS Utah State, BS Clarkson (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

ESSAH, PATIENCE, Professor Emerita, 1990, PhD MA UCLA, BA Ghana (HISTORY)

*EVANS, R. LEE, Professor Emeritus, 2018, PharmD Tennessee, BSPharm Georgia (PHARMACY PRACTICE)

EVANS, CLYDE E., Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD North Carolina St., MS Auburn, BS Abilene Christian (AGRONYM SOILS)

EVANS, DENNIS A., Extension Specialist Professor Emeritus (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

EVEREST, JOHN W., Extension Specialist and Professor Emeritus, December 2003, PhD MS Auburn, BS Alabama (AGRONYM SOILS)

F

FABEL, ROBIN F.A., Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD Auburn, MA BA Oxford (HISTORY)

FAIRLEY, L. NAN, Associate Professor Emerita, 1992, MA Alabama, BA Mississippi U. for Women (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

FAUPEL, CHARLES E., Professor Emeritus, December 2010, PhD Delaware, MA Central Michigan, BA Asbury (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

FEILD, JR., HUBERT S., Professor Emeritus, June 2015, PhD Georgia, MS BS Mississippi State (MANAGEMENT)

FELKEY, BILL G., Professor Emeritus, 2009, MS Indiana, BA Maine (PHARMACY CARE SYSTEM)

FELLERS, ROBIN B., Associate Professor Emerita, 2012, PhD Florida, MS Kansas State, Dipl H Sc New Zealand (NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES)

FEMINELLA, JACK W., Associate Dean and Professor Emeritus (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

FERGUS, JEFFREY W., Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD Pennsylvania, BS Illinois (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

FIELDS, KENT T., Professor Emeritus, June 2001, PhD Texas AM, BBA N. Texas (ACCOUNTANCY)

FINN, SCOTT, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2018, MArch Yale University, AB Princeton (SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE)

FISCHMAN, MARK G., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Pennsylvania State University, MS James Madison University, BA The City University of New York (SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY)

FITCH, JAMES L., Professor Emeritus, July 2005, PhD MS Florida State, BS Illinois State (COMMUNICATION)
FITCH-HAUSER, MARGARET E., Professor Emerita, 2014, PhD Oklahoma, MA BA Stephen F. Austin (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

FLANDERS, KATHY, Professor Emerita, 1995, PhD MS Minnesota, BS Cornell (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

FLEMING, BARRY, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1988, MFA Tennessee, BFA W. Kentucky (ART)

FLICK, WARREN A., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD BS SUNY (FORESTRY)

FLUKER, BILLIE, Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1987, PhD Tulane, MS BS Texas AM (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

FLYNT, J. WAYNE, Professor Emeritus, October 2005, PhD MA Florida State, AB Howard (HISTORY)

*FOLKERTS, DEBBIE R., Assistant Professor Emerita, 1986, PhD Georgia, MS BS Auburn (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

FORD JR, F. NELSON, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2016, PhD MA BS Alabama (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

FORSYTHE, SANDRA M., Wrangler Professor Emerita, 2016, PhD University of Tennessee, MS Virginia Tech, BS Tennessee State (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

FOSTER JR, WINFRED A., Professor Emeritus, 1974, PhD MS BAE Auburn (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

FOSTER, JR, RALPH SHELL, Assistant VP for University Outreach and Public Service Emeritus, 2020 (UNIVERSITY OUTREACH)

FRENCH, FRANCES C., Assoc. Professor Emerita, September 1992, JD Jones, MS BA LSU (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

FRIEDMAN, MICHAEL, Professor Emeritus, August 2007, PhD Cornell, MS Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn, BS Pennsylvania (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

FROBISH, LOWELL, Director Emeritus, 2005, PhD MS Iowa State, BS Illinois (ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION)

FUKAI, JUNICHIRO, Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Tennessee, MS Denver, BEng Waseda (PHYSICS)

FULFORD, SHERRI G., Executive Director Emerita, 2017 (GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS)

FURR, L. ALLEN, Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD LSU, MA Stephen F. Austin, MSSW Louisville, BA Texas AM-Commerce (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

G

GALBRAITH, RUTH L., Dean Emerita, 1985, PhD BS Purdue (HUMAN SCIENCES)

GALLAGHER, THOMAS V., Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD MS Virginia Tech, BS Maine (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

*GALLAGHER, SEAN, Hal N. and Peggy S. Pennington Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD MS The Ohio State University, BA University of North Carolina (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

GARMAZ, MAGDALENA, Associate Professor Emerita (SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE)

*GARRISON, KAREN H., Professor Emerita, 1983, DM Florida State, MM South Carolina, BME North Carolina (MUSIC)

GARRISON, ROGER W., Professor Emeritus, 2011, PhD Virginia, MA Missouri-Kansas, BSEE Missouri State (ECONOMICS)

GERBER, LARRY G., Professor Emeritus, July 2008, PhD MA BA California (HISTORY)

*GIAMBRONE, JOSEPH J., Professor Emeritus, 1977, PhD Georgia, MS BS Delaware (POULTRY SCIENCE)

GIBBS, ROBERT C., Asst. University Librarian; Librarian III Emeritus, 1992, MSLS North Carolina, AB Duke (LIBRARY)

GILES, WILLIAM F., Professor Emeritus, 2011, PhD Tennessee, MA Georgia, BA Duke (MANAGEMENT)

GILES, HARRIET WATKINS, Director External Relations Emerita, 1983, PhD University of Georgia, MS Auburn University, BS Auburn University (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)
GILLIAM, CHARLES H., Dozier Endowed Professor Emeritus, 1980, PhD MS Virginia Tech, BS Tennessee-Martin (HORTICULTURE)

GIMENEZ JR, DIEGO M., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2009, PhD MS BS Florida (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

*GIORDANO, NICHOLAS, Professor Emeritus, 2013, PhD Yale, BS Purdue (PHYSICS)

*GIVENS, M. DANIEL, Professor Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Emeritus, 1996, DVM Auburn University (PATHOBIOLOGY)

GJERSTAD, DEAN H., Professor Emeritus, December 2008, PhD MS BS Iowa State (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

GLAZE, LINDA, Associate Provost Emerita for Undergraduate Studies and Associate Professor Emerita, September 2010, PhD MA Wisconsin, BA Marietta (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

GLOVER, GLENN R., Professor Emeritus, 2006, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Auburn (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

GOETERS, HERMAN P., Professor Emeritus, 1997, PhD MA Connecticut, BA Southern Connecticut State (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

GOFF, WILLIAM D., Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD Clemson, MS BS Mississippi State (HORTICULTURE)

GOLDEN, MICHAEL S., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, September 2001, PhD Tennessee, MS Auburn, AB Trevecca (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

*GOLDSTEIN, R. JAMES, Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD MA Virginia, BA Rochester (ENGLISH)

*GOLDSTEIN, HOWARD A., Professor Emeritus, 1992, DM MM Peabody, BA UCLA (MUSIC)

GOLDSTEIN, R. JAMES, Professor Emeritus (ENGLISH)

GOODLING, JOHN S., Professor Emeritus, June 1996, PhD MSE BSE Florida (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

GOSSETT, JR., CLAUDE W., Professor Emeritus, June 1998, PhD Southern Mississippi, MCM Southwestern Baptist Theo. Sem., BS Lamar (MUSIC)

*GOVIL, NARENDRA K., Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD Montreal, MS Aligarh, BS Agra (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

GOWAYED, YASSER A., Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD North Carolina State, MS American U. of Cairo, BS Ain-Shams (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

GRAF, EDWARD R., Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Stuttgart, MEE BEE Auburn (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

*GRAMBERG, ANNE-KATRIN, Professor Emerita, 1992, PhD Michigan State, MA Georg August Germany (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

GRAVES, RICHARD L., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD Florida State, MEd Florida, BA Baylor (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

GRAVOIS, JAMES M., Librarian Emeritus, August 2008, MLIS South Carolina, MA Texas, BA New Orleans (RALPH BROWN DRAUGHON LIBRARY)

GREENE, MICHAEL E., Professor Emeritus, June 2007, PhD Rice, MS BEE Ohio State (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

GREENLEAF, ROBERT B., Professor Emeritus, 2007, D. Mus Arts MM Louisiana State, BM Florida State (MUSIC)

GREENSHELD, CHARLES M., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1990, PhD MA BA Michigan St. (EDUCATION FOUNDATIONS LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

GRIGSBY, LEO L., Professor Emeritus, July 1999, PhD Oklahoma State, MSEE BSEE Texas Tech (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

GROCCIA, JAMES E., Professor Emeritus, 2003, EdD Tennessee, MSe Hofstra, BA Hartwick (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

GROPPER, DANIEL, Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD Florida State, BA Maryland (FINANCE)
GROPPER, SAREEN S., Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD MS Florida State, BS Maryland (NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES)

GROSS, ROBERT S., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD MS Clemson, BS Virginia Tech (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

GROSS, CHARLES A., Professor Emeritus, Sept. 1972, PhD MS Missouri-Rolla, BS Alabama (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

GROVER, JOHN H., Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD MS Iowa State, BS Utah (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

GRUENHAGE, GARY F., Professor Emeritus, 2014, PhD MS University of California at Davis, BA University of Nebraska (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

GUDAUSKAS, ROBERT T., Professor Emeritus of Plant Pathology, PhD Illinois, MS Illinois, BS E. Illinois State (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

*GUERTAL, ELIZABETH A., Professor Emerita, 1993, PhD Oklahoma State, MS BS Ohio State (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

GUFFEY, JR., HUGH J., Associate Professor Emeritus, June 2007, PhD MBA B.BA Georgia (MARKETING)

GUNDLACH, JAMES H., Professor Emeritus, September 2007, PhD MA Texas, BA Oklahoma State (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

GUTHRIE, RICHARD, Dean, Director, and Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD Cornell, MS BS Auburn (COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION)

GYER, CRAIG, Scharnagel Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Miami, MS Idaho State, BS Humboldt State (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

GWEN, WILLIAM R., Professor Emeritus, 1998, MArch Pennsylvania, MVA Georgia State, BArch Auburn (ARCHITECTURE)

H

HAAK, NANCY JEANNE, Professor Emerita, 1989, PhD University of Florida, MS Perdue University, BA Auburn University (SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING SCIENCES)

*HAGAN, AUSTIN K., Professor Extension Specialist Emeritus, 1980, PhD MS Ohio State, BS Indiana-Pennsylvania (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

HAGUE, DAYDRIE, Professor Emeritus, 1995, MFA Washington, BME SUNY-Potsdam (THEATRE AND DANCE)

HAIRSTON, JAMES E., Professor Emeritus, September 2009, PhD Georgia, BS Berry (AGRICULTURE)

HAJEK, BENJAMIN F., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD MS Auburn, BS Texas AM (AGRONOMY SOILS)

HALE, DENNIS, Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1985, MA Peabody, BS Middle Tennessee State (ACCOUNTANCY)

HALE, KATHLEEN, Professor Emerita, PhD Kent State (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

HALL, DAVID M., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Victoria, MS Clemson, BS Auburn (TEXTILE ENGINEERING)

HALL, HINES H., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, July 2006, PhD Vanderbilt, MA Auburn, BA Duke (HISTORY)

HALPIN, GERALD, Professor Emeritus, 2009, EdD MEd Georgia, BS Jacksonville State (ATIONS LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION FOUND)

HALPIN, GLENNELLE, Professor Emerita, 2009, PhD MA Georgia, BS Jacksonville State (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

HAMRICK, MAYNARD E., Professor Emeritus, 2005, PhD MS BS Auburn (PHARMACAL SCIENCES)

HANKES, GERALD H., Professor Emeritus, September 2001, PhD MS Colorado State, DVM BS Illinois (VETERINARY MEDICINE)

HANSEN, JAMES R., Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD MA Ohio State, BA Indiana (HISTORY)
*HANSON, TERRILL R. (Terry), Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD MS MAq Auburn University, BS Allegheny College (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

HANSON, JAMES D., Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD Maryland, MS Cornell, BA Kalamazoo (PHYSICS)

HARDGRAVE, BILL C., Provost Emeritus, 2010, PhD Oklahoma State, MBA Missouri State, BS Arkansas Tech (BUSINESS - ADMINISTRATION)

HARGIS, JAMES H., Professor Emeritus, August 2004, PhD Utah, BS Eastern New Mexico (CHEMISTRY)

HARRELL, DAVID E., Breeden Eminent Scholar Emeritus, October 2005, PhD MA Vanderbilt, BA Lipscomb (HISTORY)

HARRIS, GREG A., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD Utah, MS Montana State, BA California-Fullerton (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

HARRIS, JAMES R., Professor Emeritus, June 2007, PhD MBA Florida, BBA Emory (MARKETING)

HARRIS, RALPH R., Professor Head Emeritus, 1995, PhD Texas AM, MS BS Auburn (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

HARRIS, STANLEY G., Luck Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD MA Michigan, BS North Georgia (BUSINESS - ADMINISTRATION)

HARTSFIELD, NANCY M., Professor Emerita, 2002, MFA BVD Auburn University (ART)

*HARTWELL, GREGORY J., Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD Auburn, BS Mississippi State (PHYSICS)

HASELSCHWERDT, MEGAN L., Assistant Professor Emerita (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

HATCH, UPTON, Professor Emeritus, 2006, PhD Minnesota, MS Georgia, BS Dartmouth (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

*HATHCOCK, JOHN T., Professor and Section Chief Emeritus, 1984, DVM MS Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

HAWSEY, LAWRENCE S., Extension Leader Emeritus, September 1995, EdS Mississippi State, MEd BS Auburn (PROGRAMS AND EVENTS)

HAYES, VIRGINIA, Assoc. Dean Emerita, 1998, EdD MA Alabama, BS Samford (EDUCATION)

HAYNES, WILLIAM O., Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Bowling Green, MA BA N. Michigan (COMMUNICATION)

HEATH, JO W., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MS Auburn, BS Southwest Louisiana (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

HEBERT, ROBERT F., Russell Foundation Professor Emeritus, 2000, PhD MS BS LSU (ECONOMICS)

*HECK, DONALD R., Professor Emeritus, 1986, MFA BFA East Tennessee State (SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN)

HEILMAN, JOHN G., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs Emeritus, 2009, PhD MA NYU, BA Lafayette (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

HELMKE, HENRY C., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1993, PhD Ohio State, MA BA Duke (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

HENDERSON, JOHN B., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD North Carolina State, MS BS Auburn (AGRONYMISTRY SOILS)

HENDERSON JR, RALPH A., Professor Emeritus, 1972, DVM Missouri, MS Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

HENDRICKS, CONSTANCE S., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Boston College, MSN BSN Alabama-Birmingham (NURSING)

HENDRIX, CHARLES M., Professor Emeritus, 1981, PhD MS Minnesota, DVM Georgia (PATHOBIOLOGY)

HENRY, JOHN F., Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD Alabama, MSIM Georgia Tech, BIM Auburn (MANAGEMENT)

*HENRY, RAYMOND P., Professor Emeritus, 1983, PhD University of Texas at Austin, MS BS William Mary (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
HENTON, JUNE M., Professor Emerita, 1985, PhD Minnesota, MS Nebraska, BS Oklahoma State (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

HEPP, GARY R., Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD North Carolina State, MS Clemson, BS Ohio State (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

HESS, JOSEPH B., Extension Specialist and Professor Emeritus (POULTRY SCIENCE)

*HETZER, GEORG, Professor Emeritus, 1987, DSc MS BS Technical-Aachen (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

HICKS, DAVID, Management Scientist Emeritus, MS University of Alabama in Huntsville, BS Tennessee State University (MANAGEMENT)

HIERS, CHARLES J., Professor Emeritus, June 1988, MAA BAA Auburn (ART)

HILL, DAVID T., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD Clemson, MS BSAE Georgia (BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

HILL, PAUL D., Professor Emeritus, August 2000, PhD MS BS Auburn University (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

HILL, WILLIAM E., Professor Emeritus, 2005, PhD Strathclyde, MS BS Florida State (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

HILTBOLD, ARTHUR E., Professor Emeritus, July 1991, PhD Cornell, MS Iowa St. (AGRONOMY SOILS)

HINATA, SATOSHI, Professor Emeritus, 2015, PhD MS Illinois, BE Tokyo (PHYSICS)

HINRICHSEN, JOHN W., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, September 1998, PhD MA BA Texas (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

HINTON, WILBUR, Professor Emeritus, 1984, EdD MA BM Alabama (MUSIC)

HIRTH, LEO J., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD MS Texas, BS CCNY (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

HITCHOCK JR., WALTER B., Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Duke, MA Oregon, BA Auburn (ENGLISH)

HITE, DIANE, Professor Emerita, 2002, PhD MA Ohio State, BFA Rhode Island School of Design (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

HOBBS, MARLEAH K., Assoc. Professor Emerita, June 1988, MFA Mississippi, BFA Colorado (ART)

HOERR, FREDERIC J., Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD DVM MS Purdue (PATHOBIOLOGY)

HOFFMAN, DEAN, Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Waterloo, BA Union (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

HOLLER, NICHOLAS R., Professor Emeritus, Zoology Wildlife Science, October 1998, DVM MS Auburn (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

HOLLEY JR, WILLIAM H., Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD Alabama, MBA BS Mississippi State (MANAGEMENT)

HOLLOWAY, BOBBY E., Asst. Dean Librarian III Emeritus, 1998, MLS Kentucky, BA Harding ()

*HOLMES, RANDALL R, Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Illinois, MA BSEd Missouri (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

HOOL, JAMES N., Professor Emeritus, July 1998, PhD MS BS Purdue (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

HORNE, ROBERT D., Professor Emeritus, 1994, DVM MS Auburn (SMALL ANIMAL SURGERY)

HOWARD, MARY J., Associate Professor Emerita, June 2000, MM Florida St., BM Westminster (MUSIC)

*HUANG, TUNG-SHI, Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD Florida, MS BS National Chung-Hsing (POULTRY SCIENCE)

HUDDLESTON, NORMAN R., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, September 1990, PhD Mississippi State, MS Tennessee, BS Tennessee Tech (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

HUDSON, JUDITH A., Professor Emerita, 1983, PhD Auburn, DVM Guelph (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

HUFFMAN, DALE L., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD MS Florida, BS Cornell (ANIMAL SCIENCES)
*HULUKA, GOBENA, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD MS Auburn, BS Ethiopia (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

HUMBURG, JAY M., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, August 2000, DVM BS Kansas State, MS Auburn (LARGE ANIMAL SURGERY)

*HUNG, JOHN Y., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Illinois, MSE Princeton, BSEE Tennessee (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

ILLIES, ANDREAS J., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD Nebraska, MS Rochester Inst. of Tech., BA New Hampshire (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

IRWIN, J. DAVID, Professor and Department Head Emeritus, 2016, PhD MS Tennessee, BEE Auburn (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

JACKSON, JOHN D., Professor Emeritus, June 2012, PhD Claremont, MA BA Texas-Arlington (ECONOMICS)

JACOBSON, MARCIA A, Hargis Professor Emerita, English, July 1999, PhD MA BA California (ENGLISH)

JAEGE, RICHARD C., Professor Emeritus, 1979, PhD ME BSEE Florida (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

JAFFE, ROBIN, Associate Professor and College of Liberal Arts Facilities and Administration Project Advisor Emeritus, 1992, MFA Memphis, BA Edison State (THEATRE AND DANCE)

*JAHERA JR, JOHN S., Bobby Lowder Distinguished Professor Emeritus, 1980, PhD MBA BS Georgia (FINANCE)

JANER, ANN L., Assoc. Professor Emerita, 2006, MS Temple, BS Pharm Philadelphia (PHARMACY PRACTICE)

JEMIAN, WARTAN A., Professor Emeritus, 1993, PhD MS Rensselaer Poly, BS Maryland (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

JENKINS, RHONALD M., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2004, PhD Purdue, MS BS Florida State (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

JENKINS, STEPHEN R., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD MS Harvard, BSCE Georgia Tech (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

JENSEN, JOHN W., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MS Auburn, BS Minnesota (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

JOHNSON, RANDALL, Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD Ohio, MBA BS Embry Riddle (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

JOHNSON, FREDERIC A., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD Wisconsin, MS BS New Hampshire ()

JOHNSON, GERALD W., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD MA Tennessee, BA Marshall (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

JOHNSON, JAMES LAVAUGHN, Professor and Department Head Emeritus, November 2001, MS BS Auburn (AGRICULTURE)

JOHNSON, MARTHA R., Asst. Professor Emerita, 2003, EdD North Carolina St., MS Florida St., BS Georgia College (ALABAMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SYSTEM)

JOHNSON, PAUL M., Associate Professor Emeritus, June 2012, PhD MA Stanford, BA Rice (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

JOHNSON, ROBERT E., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD Michigan, MME BME Kansas (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

JOHNSON, R. WAYNE, Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Auburn, MS BA Vanderbilt (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

JOHNSON, TANYA L., Associate Clinical Professor Emerita, 2023, MSN Auburn University, BSN Auburn University Montgomery (NURSING)

JOHNSON JR., PETER D., Professor Emeritus, 1980, PhD Michigan, BS Brown (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

JOHNSTON, JAMES M., Professor Emeritus, August 2009, PhD MA Florida, BA Tennessee (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
JOLLY, CURTIS M., Professor Emeritus, 1980, PhD LSU, MS Auburn, BS Tuskegee (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

JONES, PETER D., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Rice, OE MIT, BS California-Berkeley (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

JONES, ALLEN W., Professor Emeritus, September 1991, PhD Alabama, MA BS Auburn (HISTORY)

JUDKINS, JOSEPH F., Professor Emeritus, July 2002, PhD BS MSSE Virginia Tech (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

*JUNGNICKEL, PAUL W., Professor and Associate Dean, 1997, PhD Nebraska, MS Kansas, BSPharm Oregon State (PHARMACY - ADMINISTRATION)

K

KALLENBERG, OLAV H., Professor Emeritus, 1986, DTech Chalmers, M Tech BCE Royal Tech (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

*KALTENBOECK, BERNHARD, Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD Louisiana State, DVM VMD Dipl Austria (PATHOBIOLOGY)

KAMINSKY, JAMES S., Mildred Cheshire Fraley Distinguished Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD MA Michigan State, BA Minnesota (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

KANDHAL, PRITHVI S., Assoc. Director Emeritus, July 2001, MS Iowa State, BS Rajasthan India (ASPHALT TECHNOLOGY CENTER)

KAPLAN, BARBARA C., Professor Emerita, June 1990, PhD Florida St., MA Eastman, MA S. Florida, BA Agnes Scott (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

KATAINEN, V. LOUISE., Assoc. Professor Emerita, 2002, PhD California (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

KEEVER, GARY J., Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD MS Cornell, BS Clemson (HORTICULTURE)

KEITH, ROBERT E., Professor Emeritus, August 2010, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Florida State (NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES)

KELLEY, VIRGINIA C., Assoc. Professor Emerita, 1994, PhD MS Auburn, AB LaGrange (BOTANY AND MICROBIOLOGY)

KELLEY, WALTER D., Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD North Carolina State, MS BS Auburn (FORESTRY)

KEMP, STEPHEN C., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD Hawaii, BS Case Institute of Technology (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

KEMPPIENAEN, BARBARA W., Professor Emerita, 1986, PhD Georgia, MS Ohio State, BS Ashland (ANATOMY)

*KEMPPIENAEN, ROBERT J., Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD Georgia, DVM Michigan State (ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY)

*KESSLER JR, J. RAYMOND, Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD Georgia, MS Mississippi State, BS Auburn (HORTICULTURE)

KEYVANIAN, CARLA, Ann and Batey Gresham Professor Emerita, 2009, PhD MS Arch Studies MIT, BArch IUAC (Italy) (SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE)

KICKLIGHTER, JOSEPH A., Professor Emeritus, 1975, PhD MA Emory, BA University of the South (HISTORY)

*KILGORE, TED, Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD Texas, AB Michigan (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

KILLINGSWORTH JR, ROGER A., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1985, MS BS Texas AM (MCWHORTER SCHOOL OF BUILDING SCIENCE)

KINCAID, STEVEN A., Professor Emeritus, 2011, PhD DVM MS Purdue (ANATOMY)

KING Jr, CHARLES C., Professor Emeritus, October 1986, PhD North Carolina St., MS BS Auburn (AGRONOMY SOILS)

*KINNUCAN, HENRY W., Professor Emeritus, 1983, PhD Minnesota, MS Minnesota-St. Paul, BS Illinois (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

KITELEY, GARY W., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1990, MS Purdue, BS Minnesota (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)
KLING, EMILY B., Extension Specialist Emerita, 2010, EdD Auburn, MS Michigan, BA Principia (ALABAMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SYSTEM)

*KLOEPPER, JOSEPH W., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD California-Berkeley, MS BS Colorado State (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

*KNIGHT, ROY W., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD Texas, MS B.M.E. Maryland (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

KNIPSCCHILD, ANN K., Professor Emerita, 1985, DMA SUNY-Stony Brook, MM Yale, BM BS Missouri (MUSIC)

KNOWLTON, STEPHEN F., Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD MIT, BA Middlebury (PHYSICS)

KOCHAN, FRANCES K., Professor Emerita, 1994, PhD Florida State, MEd Guam, BS SUNY-Fredonia (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

KOUIDIS, VIRGINIA M., Associate Professor Emerita, Emeritus, 2009, PhD MA Iowa, BA Michigan State (ENGLISH)

KOZLOWSKI, YVONNE, Librarian Emerita, 2003, MA MLS BA Washington

KOZLOWSKI JR, GEORGE ALOYSIUS, Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Michigan, BA Wesleyan (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

KRASKA, MARIE F., Professor Emerita, 1988, PhD Missouri, MS Wisconsin-Stout, BS Wisconsin-Stevens (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

*KRIESE-ANDERSON, LISA ANN, Professor and Extension Specialist Emerita, 1993, BS Cornell, MS Kansas State, PhD Georgia (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

KRISHNAGOPALAN, GOPAL A., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD MS Maine, BCHE Bombay (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

KRISTA, LAVERNE M., Professor Emeritus, September 1998, DVM PhD Minnesota, MS South Dakota State (ANATOMY)

KRTIC, ZDENKO, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1992, MFA Cincinnati, BFA Zagreb (ART)

KUHLERS, DARYL L., Professor Emeritus, 1978, PhD MS Wisconsin, BS Iowa State (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

*KUPERBERG, KRYSTYNA M., Professor Emerita, 1984, PhD Rice, MS Warsaw (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

*KUPERBERG, WLODZIMIERZ, Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD MS Warsaw (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

LABAND, DAVID, Professor Emeritus, August 2012, PhD MA BA Virginia Tech (ECONOMICS)

LAKWETE, ANGELA, Associate Professor Emerita, 1999, PhD MA Delaware, MSLS Wayne State, BA Goddard (HISTORY)

LAMKE, LEANNE K., Professor and Head Emerita, September 2011, BA North Dakota, PhD MS Texas Tech., BA North Dakota (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

LANFORD, BOBBY L., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD SUNY, MS BS Clemson (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

LAROCQUE, DANIEL J., Professor Emeritus, 1990, MFA Washington, BA Moorhead State (THEATRE AND DANCE)

LARSEN, HARRY S., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, July 1991, PhD Duke, MS Michigan State, BS Rutgers (FORESTRY)

LATIMER, DAN R., Professor Emeritus, 2011, PhD MA Michigan, BA Texas (ENGLISH)

LATIMER, RENATE S., Assoc. Professor Emerita, 2008, PhD MA Michigan, BA Wayne State (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

LAUFER, MARILYN, Director Emerita, 2018 (JULE COLLINS SMITH MUSEUM)

LAUMER JR., J. FORD, Professor Emeritus, 2006, PhD Georgia, MBA BCE Auburn (MARKETING)

LAWRENCE, JIMMY, Executive Director Emeritus (Business)
LECHNER, JUDITH V., Professor Emerita, 2009, PhD UCLA, MEd Auburn, MLS Columbia, BS CCNY (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

LECHNER, NORBERT M., Professor Emeritus, July 2006, MS Columbia, BS BArch CUNY (AGRICULTURE)

LEDBETTER, WILLIAM N., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD Oklahoma State, MS Georgia Tech, BSIE Alabama (MANAGEMENT)

LEE, YOON Y., Professor Emeritus, 1974, PhD Iowa State, MS South Carolina, BS Seoul National (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

*LEE, SOO-YOUNG, Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD Texas, MS Korea Advanced Inst., BS Seoul National (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

LEISCHUCK, GERALD S., Executive Asst. to the President and Secretary to the Board of Trustees Emeritus, 1997, EdD Auburn, MA AB Northern Colorado

LEWIS, JEFFREY, Professor Emeritus, 1988, MFA MA Iowa, BA SUNY (ART)

*LEWIS, RONALD D., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD Texas, MS BS Iowa (GEOSCIENCES)

LEWIS, PHILIP M., Professor Emeritus, November 2008, PhD MA Syracuse, AB Hamilton (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

LEY, TERRY C., Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD MA (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

*LIAO, MING, Professor Emeritus, 1997, PhD Stanford (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

LIEN, ROGER J., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD North Carolina State, MS BS Texas AM (POULTRY SCIENCE)

*LIM, ALVIN, Professor Emeritus, 1997, PhD Wisconsin, MS Indiana, BS U. Malaya (COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)

*LINDNER, CHARLES C., Distinguished University Professor Emeritus, 1969, PhD MS Emory, BS Presbyterian (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

LISHAK, ROBERT S., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1976, PhD Ohio State, BA Seton Hall (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

LITTLETON, TAYLOR D., Mosley Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD MS BS Florida State (ENGLISH)

LIU, ZHANJIANG, Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD MS Minnesota, BS Northwestern Agricultural (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

LIVANT, PETER D., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1977, PhD Brown, BS CCNY (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

LLANES, JOSE R., Professor Emeritus, 2006, PhD BA Havana (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

LOCKABY, GRAEME B., Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD Mississippi State, MS BS Clemson (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES - ADMINISTRATION)

LOCKROW, A. LYNN, Professor Emeritus, December 2008, BS E. Tennessee St., MFA North Carolina-Greensboro (THEATRE AND DANCE)

LOCY, ROBERT D., Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD Purdue, AB Defiance (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

*LOEWENSTEIN, EDWARD F., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD Missouri, MS Auburn, BS Southern Illinois (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

LOEWENSTEIN, NANCY, Extension Specialist Emerita, 2005, PhD Missouri, MS Virginia Tech, BS Auburn (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

LOGUE Jr, HANCHEY E., Professor Emeritus, July 1993, MA BS Auburn (JOURNALISM)

LONG, JAMES E., Professor Emeritus, December 2010, PhD Florida State, MS Florida State, AB Erskine (ECONOMICS)
LOVELL, RICHARD T., Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD LSU, MS BS Oklahoma State (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE
AQUATIC SCIENCES)

LOVSHIN Jr, LEONARD L., Professor Emeritus, December 2003, PhD Auburn, MS Wisconsin, BS Miami (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES,
AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

*LUNDELL, CLARK E., Professor and School Head Emeritus, 1977, MArch BED Texas AM (SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND
GRAPHIC DESIGN)

M

MACDONALD, JOHN M., Professor Emeritus, 1980, DVM Cornell, MEd BEd Plymouth State (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

MACEINA, MICHAEL J., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD Texas AM, MS BS Florida (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE
AQUATIC SCIENCES)

MACEWAN, BONNIE J., Dean and Librarian Emerita, 2005, MA Denver, BA Whittier (LIBRARY)

*LACKLIN, KENNETH S., Professor Emeritus, 2005, PhD Auburn, MS BS Northern Illinois (POULTRY SCIENCE)

MACKOWSKI, DANIEL, Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Kentucky (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

MADRIGAL, JOSE A., Professor Emeritus, July 2008, PhD Kentucky, MA BA Michigan State (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES,
AND CULTURES)

MADSEN, NELS, Professor Emeritus, 1978, PhD MS BA Iowa (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

MAGSODLOO, SAEED, Professor Emeritus, 1966, PhD MS BS Auburn (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

MARCINKO, DOROTHY K., Librarian III Emerita, August 2002, EDS Auburn, MLS Texas Woman’s, AB Philippines (RALPH BROWN
DRAUGHPN LIBRARY)

MARION, JAMES E., Dean Emeritus, College of Agriculture and Director Emeritus, AAES, September 1999, PhD Georgia, MS
Kentucky, BS Berea ()

*MARSHALL, MARGARET, Professor Emerita, 2010, PhD Michigan, MA Colorado, BA Northern Colorado (ENGLISH)

*MARSHALL, BEVERLY B., Professor Emerita, 1998, PhD MBA Georgia State University, BS University of South Alabama (FINANCE)

MARTIN, DAVID L., Professor Emeritus, 1997, PhD MA Claremont, BA Redlands (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

MARTIN, JAMES E., President Emeritus, August 1993, PhD Iowa State, MS North Carolina State, BS Auburn ()

MARTIN, NEIL R., Professor Emeritus, June 2000, PhD Illinois, MS BS Auburn (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL
SOCIOLOGY)

MARTIN, Jr., EVERETT DAVIS, Professor Emeritus (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION, AND COUNSELING)

MARTINSON, TOM L., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Kansas, BA Oregon (GEOSCIENCES)

*MASK, PAUL L., Professor and Assistant Dean Emeritus, Extension, 1982, PhD Ohio State, MS Georgia, BS Georgia State (CROP,
SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

*MAXWELL, HERRIS S., Clinical Professor, 2005, DVM Auburn, BS Mississippi State (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

MAZHERI, JOHN H., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Brown, MA Provence, MFA Beaux-Arts (WORLD LANGUAGES,
LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

MCCALL, CYNTHIA ANN, Professor and Extension Specialist Emerita, 1989, PhD MS Texas AM, BS Tennessee (ANIMAL
SCIENCES)

MCCASKEY, THOMAS, Professor Emeritus, 2014, PhD MS Purdue, BS Ohio (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

MCCORD JR., ROBERT WARREN, Extension St. Program Leader Emeritus for Community Resource Development, 2003, PhD MS
Auburn, BS North Alabama (ALABAMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SYSTEM)
MCCORMICK, THERESA M., Professor Emerita, 2004, PhD EdS MA University of Alabama, BS Jacksonville State University (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING CTCH)

MCDANIEL, RANDALL S., Wayne T. Smith Distinguished Professor Emeritus, December 2010, EdD Auburn, MRC BSOT Florida (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION AND COUNSELING)

*MCELDOONEY, RENE P., Professor Emerita, 1992, PhD Virginia Tech, MBA Marshall, BS West Virginia (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

MCGLYNN, FRANCIS D., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD MA Missouri, AB Missouri Valley (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

MCKEE, MICHAEL L., Professor Emeritus, 1981, PhD Texas, BS Lamar (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

MCMILLAN, LIBBA REED, Associate Professor Emerita, 2009, PhD Auburn University, MS Univ of Texas Austin, BS Univ of Maryland, BS Auburn University (NURSING)

MCNABB, KENNETH L., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Florida, MS BS Southern Illinois (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

MCVAY, TED, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Louisiana State, MA BA Auburn (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

MEIR, AMNON J., Professor Emeritus, August 2015, PhD Carnegie Mellon, BS Technion (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

MELANCON, MICHAEL S., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD MA Indiana, BA Loyola (HISTORY)

MELDAHL, RALPH S., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2005, PhD MS BS Wisconsin (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

MELIUS, PAUL, Professor Emeritus, June 1991, PhD Loyola, MS Chicago, BS Bradley (CHEMISTRY)

MELVILLE, JOEL G., Professor Emeritus, 2009, PhD BS Penn State, MS Texas (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

MELVIN, EMILY A., Associate Professor Emerita, 2006, EdD MEd Virginia, BS Old Dominion (EDUCATION)

MEYER, DARRELL C., Professor Emeritus, 1997, MRP Pennsylvania, BA California State (ARCHITECTURE)

MILLER, RALPH E., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 2002, PhD Wayne State, MA Emporia State, BS Kent State (THEATRE AND DANCE)

MILLER, THOMAS, Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1987, EdD Indiana, MS Stout State, BS Berry (EDUCATIONAL MEDIA)


MILTON, JAMES L., Professor Emeritus, 1995, DVM MS Auburn (SMALL ANIMAL SURGERY)

*MINC, PIOTR, Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD MS Warsaw (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

MIRARCHI, RALPH E., Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD MS Virginia Tech, BS Muhlenberg (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

MITCHELL JR, CHARLES C., Professor Emeritus and Extension Specialist, 1984, PhD Florida, MS Auburn, BS Birmingham Southern (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

*MITRA, AMITAVA, Professor, 1979, PhD Clemson, MS Kentucky, DIIT BT Indian Inst. Tech. (BUSINESS ANALYTICS)

MITREVSKI, GEORGE, Associate Professor Emeritus, June 2009, PhD Ohio State (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

MIZE, JACQUELYN, Professor Emerita, 2012, PhD Purdue, MS BA Georgia (CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES)

MOHAN, RAJ P., Professor Emeritus, 1973, PhD North Carolina State, MA BS Agra-India (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

MOLNAR, JOSEPH J., Professor Emeritus, 1976, PhD Iowa State, MA BA Kent State (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)
MOLT, LAWRENCE F., Professor Emeritus, PhD University of Tennessee, MS Dual) University of South Florida (SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING SCIENCES)

MOLTZ, FRED J., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Stanford, MSCE BS Drexel (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

MONTGOMERY, RONALD D., Professor Emeritus, 1990, DVM MS Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

MONTJOY, ROBERT S., Professor Emeritus, 2004, PhD Indiana, MA Alabama, BA Mississippi (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

MOORE, JANE B., Professor Emerita, September 1996, EdD Alabama, MS Tennessee, BA Judson (HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE)

MOORE, WAYNE T., Professor Carillonneur Emeritus, 1995, EdD AM Columbia, AB Elon (MUSIC)

MORACCO, JOHN C., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Iowa, MA Arizona State, BS SUNY (COUNSELING AND COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY)

MORAN, MICHAEL J., Professor Emeritus, 1983, PhD Penn State, MA Wichita State, BS E. Stroudsburg State (SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING SCIENCES)

MORAN, EDWIN T., Professor Emeritus, June 2011, PhD MS Washington State, BS Rutgers (POULTRY SCIENCE)

MORGAN, CHERYL E., Professor Emerita, 1992, MArch University of Illinois, BArch BS Auburn University (ARCHITECTURE)

MORGAN, JOHN, Professor Emeritus, 1981, MFA Syracuse, BFA Memphis School of Art (SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN)

MORGAN, ALICE S., Assoc. Professor Emerita, December 1986, EdD Auburn, MA Alabama, BS Southern Mississippi (VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION)

MORGAN, JOE M., Professor Emeritus, August 2011, PhD MSSE Virginia Tech., BSCE Tennessee Tech. (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

MORGAN, LAURENCE, Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1985, MM Columbia, BM Alabama (MUSIC)

MORGAN, WILLIAM W., Professor Emeritus, 1982, MS Georgia Tech, BBA Georgia (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

MORGAN-JONES, GARETH, Professor Emeritus, 2011, PhD MS Nottingham, DS BSc Wales (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

MORRIS IV, DREWRY H., Associate Professor Emeritus, June 2009, PhD North Carolina, MA Yale, BA Davidson (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

*MORRISON, EDWARD E., Professor and Department Head Emeritus, 1990, PhD MS Kansas State, BS Massachusetts (ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY)

MORROW, PATRICK D., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MA Washington, AB Southern California (ENGLISH)

MOSJIDIS, JORGE A, Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD California-Riverside, BAg Chile (AGRONOMY SOILS)

MOSS, BUELON R., Professor Emeritus, December 2003, PhD Tennessee, BS Berea (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

*MOSSHOLDER, KEVIN, Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Tennessee, BS Louisville (MANAGEMENT)

MOUNT, ROBERT H., Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD Florida, MS BS Auburn (ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY)

MOUTON, JOHN C., Professor Emeritus, 1992, MBC Florida, BS NE Louisiana (MCWHORTER SCHOOL OF BUILDING SCIENCE)

MULLEN, GARY R, Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD MS Cornell, BA Northeastern (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

*MUNTIFERING, RUSSELL B., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Arizona, MS BS California-Davis (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

MURPHY, AMY B., Director of Graduate Online Programs Emerita, 1992, MAC BSBA Auburn University (ACCOUNTANCY)
*MURPHY, JOHN F., Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD Illinois, MS Clemson, BS Springfield (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

MURRAY, BRUCE A., Professor Emeritus (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

MYERS, EMILY W., Associate Clinical Professor Emerita, 1987, MSW Louisiana State, BA South Maine (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

MYERS III, LAWRENCE J., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD Oklahoma State, DVM Mississippi State (ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY)

McCULLERS, GAIL H., Director Emerita, October 2002, MEd BS Auburn (HOUSING AND RESIDENCE)

McGINNIS, BOB, Vice President for Development Emeritus (OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT)

McGUIRE, JOHN A., Professor Emeritus, October 1993, PhD Auburn, MS BS Mississippi State (BOTANY AND MICROBIOLOGY)

McKOWN, DELOS B., Professor and Head Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Florida State, MA Kentucky, BA Alma, BD Lexington Theological Sem. (PHILOSOPHY)

N

NAKHJAVAN, BEHZAD B., Professor Emeritus, 1988, MArch Washington-St. Louis, BArch Mississippi State (SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING, AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE)

NATARAAJAN, RAJAN, Professor Emeritus (Economics)

NEELY, WILLIAM C., Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD MS LSU, BS Mississippi State (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

NELL JR, CARLTON E., Professor Emeritus, 1992, MFA Georgia State, BFA Auburn (SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND GRAPHIC DESIGN)

*NELSON, VICTOR P., Professor Emeritus, 1978, PhD MS Ohio State, BSEE Kentucky (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

NELSON, ROBERT G., Professor Emeritus (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

NEUMAN, RONALD D., Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD MS The Institute of Paper Chemistry, BS Washington (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

*NEWTON, JOSEPH C., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1993, DVM PhD MS Auburn (PATHOBIOLOGY)

NEWTON, DAVID S., Assoc. Professor and Assistant Dean Emeritus, September 1995, PhD MBA BBA BS Mississippi (PHARMACY CARE SYSTEM)

NICHOLS, JAMES O., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, July 1993, PhD MSE BSAE Alabama (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

NIEBUHR, ROBERT E., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD MS Ohio State, BS Cincinnati (MANAGEMENT)

NIST, JOAN S., Professor Emerita, June 1992, EdD Auburn, MA Indiana, AB Lawrence (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

NOE, KENNETH W., Draughon Professor of Southern History Emeritus, 2000, PhD Illinois, MSLS Kentucky, MA Virginia Tech, BA Emory and Henry (HISTORY)

NOE, NANCY W., Professor Emerita, 2000, MSLS Kentucky, BA Louisville (LIBRARY)

NORRIS, DWIGHT R., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MBA Georgia, BS Valdosta State (BUSINESS)

NOVAK, JAMES L., Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD Clemson, MS BS New Hampshire (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

NUNNALLY, THOMAS, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD MA Georgia, BA Alabama (ENGLISH)

NUNNELLY, SUSAN C., Director Emerita of Campus Recreation, 2008 (STUDENT AFFAIRS)
NUSBAUM, KENNETH E., Professor Emeritus, December 2010, PhD MS Georgia, DVM Cornell (PATHO BIOLOGY)

*NYLEN, PETER M., Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD MS Clemson, BS Stetson (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

OODOM, JOHN W., Professor Emeritus, 1977, PhD Purdue, MS BS Tennessee (AGRONOMY SOILS)

OKS, EVGUENI, Professor Emeritus, July 2017, PhD MS Moscow Tech, DS USSR Acad. (PHYSICS)

OLEINICK, THEREZA B., Associate Professor Emerita, 1996, MFA California Inst. Arts, BA Iowa (THEATRE AND DANCE)

OLSON, DOUGLAS J., Professor Emeritus, August 2001, MFA Cincinnati, BFA Layton (ART)

ORGEN, A. TARIK., Professor Emeritus, 1981, MArch Virginia, BArch Academy Fine Arts Istanbul (ARCHITECTURE)

*ORTIZ, JOSEPH VINCENT, Ruth W. Molette Professor Emeritus, 2006, PhD Florida, BS Florida (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

OSWALD, SHARON L., Professor Emerita, 2011, PhD Alabama, MBA Alabama-Birmingham, BA Auburn (MANAGEMENT)

OVERFELT, RUEL A. (TONY), Professor Emeritus (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

OWENS, MELVIN, Executive Director Emeritus (PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY)

OWSLEY, W. FRANK, Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Texas Tech, MS BS Texas AM (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

O’BRIEN, J. FRED, Director Emeritus, October 1992, MME BME Auburn (ENGINEERING EXTENSION)

O’LEARY, VIRGINIA E., Professor Emerita, 2006, PhD MA Wayne State, BA Chatham (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

PAGE, GARY, Lecturer Emeritus, 2007, MS Alabama AM, BS Auburn (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

PAINE, PAMELA F., Associate Professor Emerita, 2012, PhD Florida, MA Auburn, BA Florida State (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

PANANGALA, VICTOR S., Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD Cornell, DVM E. Pakistan Ag, MS Guelph (PATHO BIOLOGY)

PARISH, EDWARD J., Professor Emeritus, 1981, PhD Mississippi State, MA Sam Houston State, BS Southwest Texas State (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

PARK, CHAN S., Professor Emeritus, 1980, PhD Georgia Tech, MSIE Purdue, BS Hanyang (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

PARK-GATES, SHARI, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Virginia Tech, MS MBA Charleston, BID Interior Design Institute, BA West Virginia (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

PARKER JR, FRAZIER, Professor Emeritus, 2009, PhD MS Texas, BS Alabama (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

PARKS, PAUL F., Provost Professor Emeritus, 1993, PhD Texas AM, MS BS Auburn (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

PARSONS, DANIEL L., Professor Emeritus, 1982, PhD BSPharm Georgia (PHARMACAL SCIENCES)

PASCOE, DAVID D., Humana-Germany-Sherman Distinguished Professor and Assistant Head Emeritus, 1990, PhD Ball State, MA Cal State-Fresno, BA Cal State-Sacramento (SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY)

PATTERSON, MICHAEL G., Professor and Extension Specialist Emeritus, PhD MS BS Auburn (AGRONOMY SOILS)

PATTERSON Sr., GORDON D., Assistant Professor Emeritus, 1971, PhD Maryland, MEd BS Auburn (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

PEARSON, ROBERT E., Professor Asst. Dean Emeritus, 2002, MS BSPharm Illinois (PHARMACY CARE SYSTEMS)

PENASKOVIC, RICHARD, Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD Munich, MA BA Wuerzburg (PHILOSOPHY)
PEREZ III, JOSEPH D., Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD Maryland, BS South Loyola (PHYSICS)

PERKINS, WARREN S., Professor Emeritus, 1994, MS BS Clemson (TEXTILE ENGINEERING)

PERRICONE, CATHERINE, Professor Emerita, June 1989, PhD Tulane, MA Oklahoma, BA Notre Dame (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

PERRY, CLIFTON B., J.D. Hudson Chair and Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD MA UC-Santa Barbara, JD Faulkner, LLM Loyola (Chicago), LLM Arizona (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

PETERSON, CURT M., Professor Emeritus, July 1997, PhD Oregon, BS Morehead State (BOTANY AND MICROBIOLOGY)

PETERSON, JOSEPH G., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, July 1981, BS MS Auburn (CHEMISTRY)

PETITT, GREGORY S., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Indiana, MS BS Auburn (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

PETITT, GREGORY S., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Indiana, MS BS Auburn (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

PHELPS, RONALD P., Professor Emeritus, 1975, PhD BS Auburn (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

PHELPS, KEVIN T., Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD MS Auburn, BA Brown (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

PHILLIPS, PHYL LIS P., Assoc. Professor Emerita, June 1983, EdD MEd BS Auburn (SPEECH PATHOLOGY)

PINNZOLA, REBEKAH H., Professor Emerita, 2014, PhD Tennessee, MS BS East Carolina (SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING SCIENCES)

*PINNZOLA, MICHAEL S., Professor Emeritus, July 2019, PhD Virginia, BA Sewanee (PHYSICS)

PINZERT, CARL A., Professor Emeritus, PhD University of Georgia, MS Southern Illinois University, BS Colorado State University (PATHOBIOLOGY)

PIPPES, RANDOLPH B., Professor Emerita, 2016, PhD University of Texas at Austin, BS BS Southeastern State College (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION, AND COUNSELING)

PITTMAN JR, JOE F., Professor and Head Emeritus, 1989, PhD MA BS Georgia (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

PLACEK, TIMOTHY D., Professor Emeritus, 1978, PhD Kentucky, MS BS Cleveland State (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

PLUMB, JOHN A., Professor Emeritus, September 1998, PhD Auburn, MS Illinois, BA Bridgewater (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

PONDER, HARRY G., Professor Emeritus, 1978, PhD Michigan State, MS BS Auburn (HORTICULTURE)

POPPMA, THOMAS J., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD Auburn, MS BS Michigan State (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

POTTER, MARY ANN R., Associate Professor Emerita, 2010, EdD Auburn, MHE Georgia, BS Georgia Southern (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

POWELL, ARLIE A., Professor Emeritus, December 2003, PhD MS Florida (HORTICULTURE)

PRICE, CHARLES E., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Georgia, MBA BBA Auburn (BUSINESS)

PRICE, MARK S., Professor Emeritus, June 2000, MFA BFA Illinois (ART)

PRITCHETT, JOHN F., Professor Emeritus, June 2004, PhD Iowa State, MS BS Auburn (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

PUCKETT, JOHN R., Professor Emeritus, September 1993, EdD MS Tennessee, BS East Tennessee State (HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE)

R

RABREN, KAREN, Professor Emerita, 2015, Ph.D., M.Ed. Auburn University, B.S. Auburn University at Montgomery (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION, AND COUNSELING)

*RABY, MICHEL J., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Iowa (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)
RAJU, POLAPRAGADA K., Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD Indian Inst., MS Madras, BS Sri Venkateswara (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

RAMSEY, GEORGE E., Professor Emeritus, August 2007, PhD Colorado, MSCE BCE Auburn (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

RANKINS JR, DARRELL L., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD MS New Mexico State, BS Illinois (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

RASCH, RONALD H., Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD Texas, MS Air Force Inst. Tech, BS Kansas State (ACCOUNTANCY)

RAVIS, WILLIAM R., Professor Emeritus, 1977, PhD Houston, BSPharm Temple (PHARMACAL SCIENCES)

*REEVES JR, STANLEY J., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Georgia Tech, MS BS Clemson (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

REINKE, CARL M., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2007, PharmD MS Michigan, BA Jamestown (PHARMACY PRACTICE)

RENDEEN, JOSEF A., Professor Emeritus, June 2001, PhD MS BS California-Davis (POULTRY SCIENCE)

RICHARDSON, DON R., Professor Emeritus, August 1991, PhD MA Ohio State, BA Auburn (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

RIDEAHL JR, M. GATZ, Professor Emeritus, June 2005, DVM Kansas State, MS Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

RIDGEWAY, LARRY D., Asst. Vice President Emeritus, September 1995, MA BS South Alabama (STUDENT AFFAIRS)

*RIGGS, LLOYD S., Professor Emeritus, 1983, PhD MS BS Auburn (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

RILEY, RHETT E., Vice President Emeritus, 1993, BS Auburn (BUSINESS)

ROBERTS, SHARON R., Associate Professor Emerita, 1996, PhD UC Davis, MPH UCLA, BA UC San Diego (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

ROBERTSON, BENJAMIN THOMAS, Professor Emeritus, October 1993, DVM MS Auburn, BS Kentucky (VETERINARY MEDICINE)

*ROBINSON, P. MICHAEL, Professor Emeritus, 1996, MLA Harvard, BArch Kentucky (ARCHITECTURE)

ROBINSON, CECIL E., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD MA Alabama, BS Auburn (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

RODEN, REBECCA H., Asst. Dean Emerita, 1997, BS Auburn (GRADUATE SCHOOL)

*RODGER, CHRIS, Don Logan Endowed Chair Emeritus in Mathematics, 1982, PhD Reading, MS BS Sydney (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

RODRIGUEZ-KABANA, RODRIGO, Professor Emeritus, 1965, PhD MS BS LSU (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

*ROGERS, KAREN L., Associate Professor and Associate Dean Emerita, 2007, PhD MA Binghamton, BA Yale (ARCHITECTURE DESIGN CONSTRUCTION - ADMINISTRATION)

ROGERS, WILMER A., Professor Head Emeritus, 1995, PhD MS Auburn, BS Southern Mississippi (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)

ROGERS JR, JACK W., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MA BA Texas (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

ROLAND, DAVID A., Professor Emeritus, June 2010, PhD BS Georgia (POULTRY SCIENCE)

*ROPEL, THADDEUS A., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD MS BS Michigan State University (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

ROSEN, MELVIN, Assoc. Professor Head Track Coach Emeritus, September 1991, MS BS Iowa (HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE)

ROSENBLATT, DAVID J., Archivist II Emeritus, August 2001, MA BA Missouri (RALPH BROWN DRAUGHON LIBRARY)

ROSS, MARGARET E., Professor Emerita, 1997, PhD Kansas, MA Missouri-Kansas City, BSEd Northeast Missouri State (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)
ROSS, CONRAD H., Professor Emeritus, October 1997, MFA Iowa, BFA Illinois (ART)
ROSSI, CHARLES R., Professor Emeritus, September 1993, PhD DVM BS Illinois, MS Ohio State (VETERINARY MEDICINE)
ROSTAMPOUR, FERESHTEH, Professor Emerita, 2010, MFA Ohio State, BA Otterbein (THEATRE AND DANCE)
ROTFELD, HERBERT JACK, Professor Emeritus, June 1988, PhD MS BS, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (MARKETING)
ROUSE, DAVID B., Professor Emeritus, 1981, PhD Texas AM, MS BS Auburn (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)
ROWSEY, ROBERT E., Professor Emeritus, 2005, EdD Auburn MS BS Marshall (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)
RUMPH, PAUL F., Professor Emeritus and Visiting Professor, 1997, DVM MS Auburn University (ANATOMY)
*RUTH, LINDA C., Associate Professor Emerita, 1999, MS Auburn, BA Tennessee (MCWHORTER SCHOOL OF BUILDING SCIENCE)
RYGIEL, DENNIS, Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Cornell, MA BA Loyola (ENGLISH)

S

SABA, RICHARD P., Professor Emeritus, 2011, PhD Texas AM, MBA BA Dallas (ECONOMICS)
SABINO, ROBIN, Professor Emerita, 1991, PhD Pennsylvania, MA Virgin Islands, BA Adelphi (ENGLISH)
SALTS, CONNIE J., Professor Emerita, August 2004, PhD Florida St., MA Kent St., BS Ohio St. (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)
SAMOVOLOVA, TATIANA I., Research Professor Emerita, 1999, PhD Acad. Sci. of Belarus, MS Kiev State (VETERINARY MEDICINE - ADMINISTRATION)
SAMPSON, GARY M., Professor Emeritus, August 2011, PhD Syracuse, MA BA Temple (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)
SAMUELSON, LISA J., Professor Emerita, 1994, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Georgia (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)
SANDERSON, BONNIE K., Professor Emerita, 2009, PhD MA MSN Alabama-Birmingham, BSN Central Florida (NURSING)
SANKAR, CHETAN S., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Pennsylvania, MBA Indian Inst., BS India (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)
SARTIN, EVA A, Professor Emerita, 1982, PhD Auburn, DVM MS Oklahoma State (PATHOBIOLOGY)
SARTIN JR, JAMES L., Professor Emeritus, August 2012, PhD Oklahoma State, MA MS Auburn (ANATOMY)
SAUSER, WILLIAM I., Professor Emeritus, 2016, PhD MS BS Georgia Tech (MANAGEMENT)
SAUSER, LANE D., Director Emerita, July 2012, DPA MBA BBA Alabama (AGRICULTURE)
*SAVRDA, CHARLES E., Professor, 1986, PhD MS Southern California, BA Rutgers (GEOSCIENCES)
SAYE Jr., JOHN W., Alumni Professor, Mildred Chesire Fraley Distinguished Professor Emeritus, 1994, EdD MA AB Georgia (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)
SCHMIDT, STEPHEN P., Professor Emeritus, 1976, PhD MS Wisconsin, BSA Idaho (ANIMAL SCIENCES)
SCHMIDT, PAUL G., Professor Emeritus, 1988, Ph.D. Aachen University of Technology (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)
SCHMITTOU, HOMER R., Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD MS Auburn, BS Tennessee Tech. (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)
SCHNUELLE, JULIE G., Professor Emerita (CLINICAL SCIENCES)
SCHUESSLER, JENNIFER B., Professor Emerita, 1990, DSN MSN Alabama-Birmingham, BSN Jacksonville State (NURSING)
SCHUMACHER, SHERI L, Associate Professor Emerita, 1986, MFA Cranbrook, BID Auburn (ARCHITECTURE)
*SCHUMACHER, JOHN, Professor Emeritus, 1982, DVM Kansas State, MS Texas AM (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

SCHWARTZ, PETER, Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD North Carolina State University, MS BS Georgia Institute of Technology, MA University of Pittsburgh (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

SELMAN, JAMES W., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, September 1995, EdD MS BS Florida State (VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION)

SEROKA, JAMES H., Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD MA Michigan State, BA Michigan (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

SFORZINI, RICHARD H., Professor Emeritus, 1985, ME MIT, BS West Point (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

*SHANNON, DENNIS A., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD MS Cornell, BS McGill (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

*SHANNON, CURTIS G., Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD Texas, BS Cal State-Fullerton (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

SHANNON, DAVID M., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Virginia, BS Kutztown (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

*SHAW, JOEY N., Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD Georgia, MS Maryland, BS James Madison (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

SHAW, DEBBIE, Vice President Emerita for Alumni Affairs (ALUMNI AFFAIRS)

SHEPPARD, JUDITH E., Associate Professor Emerita, 1993, MA BS Auburn University (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

SHAW, DEBBIE, Vice President Emerita for Alumni Affairs (ALUMNI AFFAIRS)

SHEVLIN, PHILIP B., Professor Emeritus, June 2002, PhD MS Yale, BS LaFayette (CHEMISTRY)

SHUMACK, RONALD, Professor Emeritus, 2010, PhD Michigan State, MA BS Auburn (HORTICULTURE)

SHUMPERT, THOMAS H., Professor Emeritus, 2000, PhD MSEE BSEE Mississippi State (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

SIDLER, MICHELLE A., Associate Professor Emerita, 2000, PhD MA Purdue, BA Oglethorpe (ENGLISH)

SILVERN, STEVEN B., Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Wisconsin, MEd BS Maryland (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

SIMMS, JOHN D., Professor Emeritus, September 1992, MA LSU, BS Auburn (JOURNALISM)

*SIMONIAN, ALEKSANDR L., Alumni Professor, 2003, DSc Inst. of Applied Biochemistry Moscow, PhD Acad. Sci. Armenia, MS Yerevan St. (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

SIMPSON III, EUGENE H., Associate Director, NPTC and Professor Emeritus, 1983, PhD BS Mississippi State (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

SINCLAIR, ANDREW J., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2005, PhD Texas AM, MS BS Florida (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

SINGH, NARENDRA K., Professor Emeritus (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

SINHA, SUBHASH C., Alumni Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Wayne State, MS Indian Inst., BS Bihar (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

SKELTON, CHARLOTTE A., Professor and Dean Emerita, 2005, EdD Auburn, MSN Med. College Georgia, BSN Alabama-Birmingham (NURSING)

SLAMINKA, EDWARD E., Professor Emeritus, August 2011, PhD MS Michigan, BS Case Western (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

SLATEN, BUSTER L., Professor Emeritus, June 2005, PhD Maryland, MS Arkansas, BS Arkansas AM (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)
SLATON, CHRISTA D., Professor Emerita, July 2010, PhD MA Hawaii-Manoa, BS Tennessee-Nashville (PLANT PATHOLOGY)

*SMITH, ANNETTE N., Lowder Distinguished Professor Emerita, 1995, DVM BS Texas AM, MS Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

*SMITH, JEFFREY S., Professor Emeritus, 1999, PhD MS Penn State, BSIE Auburn (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

SMITH, DAVID M., Librarian III and Head Emeritus, July 1998, MLS Emory, AB Huntingdon (CATALOGING, RALPH BROWN DRAUGHON LIBRARY)

SMITH, LEO A., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD Purdue, ME BE Georgia Tech (INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING)

SMITH, PAUL C., Professor Emeritus, 1996, DVM Auburn, MS Ohio State, PhD Iowa State (PATHOBIOLGY)

SMITH, ROBERT C., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD Illinois College of Medicine, BS Elmburst (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

SMITH, RONALD H., Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD MS BS Auburn (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

SMITH, THOMAS R., Professor Emeritus, 2006, DMA Colorado, MA Iowa, BM Samford (MUSIC)

SMITH, W. GAINES, Extension Director Emeritus, 2011, EdD Mag BS Auburn (ALABAMA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SYSTEM)

SMITH, THOMAS A., Associate Professor and Director of the Marriage and Family Therapy Program Emeritus (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

SMITH, MELVIN KEITH, Career Services Specialist Emeritus (University Career Center)

*SMITH-CARR, SARALYN, Associate Professor Emerita, 1994, PhD MS Washington State, DVM Tuskegee (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

SNYDER, CHARLES A., Professor Emeritus, July 2006, PhD Nebraska, MS South Dakota St, MBA Ohio St. (MANAGEMENT)

SOLLIE, DONNA L., Assistant Provost for Women’s Initiatives and Professor Emerita, 1986, PhD Tennessee, MS Kentucky, BS Mississippi State (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

SOLOMON JR., HARRY M., Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MA Duke, BA Stephen Austin (ENGLISH)

SOMERS, GREG L., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD MS Virginia Tech, BS Oklahoma State (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

SORJONEN, DONALD C., Professor Emeritus, 2000, DVM BS Texas AM, MS Auburn (SMALL ANIMAL SURGERY)

SOUTH, DAVID B., Professor Emeritus, December 2010, PhD Auburn, MS BS North Carolina State (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

SPARROW IV, THOMAS W, Director Emeritus, 2005, BS Auburn (BEARD-EAVES-MEMORIAL COLISEUM)

SPEAKE, DANIEL W., Professor Emeritus, 1995, PhD MS BS Auburn (ZOOLOGY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

SPENCER, SAMIA I., Professor Emerita, 2012, PhD MA Illinois, Lic Alexandria (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

SPENCER, WILLIAM A, Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD MA Illinois, BS Southern Illinois (EDUCATION FOUNDATIONS LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

SPRING, DONALD J., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1998, PhD Illinois, MAE BAE Auburn (AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)

SQUILLACOTE, MICHAEL E., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD California-Los Angeles, BS Chicago (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

*STALLINGS, J. MICHAEL, Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD Texas, MS BCE Auburn (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

STALLINGS, JAMES L., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, July 1991, PhD Michigan State, MS BS Purdue (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

STANBURY, DAVID M., Professor Emeritus (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)
STANWICK, SARAH D., Associate Professor Emerita, 1992, PhD Florida State, MAc North Carolina, BS North Carolina-Greensboro (SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY)

STANWICK, PETER A., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD Florida State, MBA Washington, BA W. Ontario (MANAGEMENT AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP)

STARKEY, THOMAS E., Research Fellow Emeritus, 2006, PhD MS Penn State, BS North Carolina State (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

STAUFFER, BONNIE B., Assoc. Director Emerita, September 2008, EdD Northern, MS BA New Mexico (OUTREACH PROGRAM OFFICE)

*STELTENPOHL, MARK G., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD North Carolina, MS BS Alabama (GEOSCIENCES)

STEVENSON, R. EUGENE, Editor Emeritus, 1992, BS Auburn University (RESEARCH INFORMATION, AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION)

STRAITON JR, THOMAS H., Librarian III Asst. Dean Emeritus, 2005, MLS Alabama, BS Auburn (RALPH BROWN DRAUGHON LIBRARY)

STRAWN, HARRY B., Extension Specialist & Professor Emeritus, December 2003, PhD MS Tennessee, BS North Carolina State (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

STREET, DONALD R., Professor Emeritus, June 1994, PhD Penn State, MS BS Auburn (ECONOMICS)

STRINGFELLOW, DAVID A., Professor Emeritus, June 2008, DVM Cornell, MS Auburn (PATHOBIOLGY)

STROUD, CHARLES E., Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD Illinois, MS BS Kentucky (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

*STRUEMPLER, BARBARA J., Professor Emerita, 1984, PhD MS Iowa State, BS Nebraska (NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES)

STUCKWISCH, STEPHEN E., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 2014, PhD MA BA State University of New York at Binghamton (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

SUH, SUHYUN, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2017, EdD Alabama, MS CUNY, MA BA Ewha Womans (SPECIAL EDUCATION, REHABILITATION, AND COUNSELING)

SULLINGER, PAULA A., Librarian III Emerita, 1992, MSLS North Carolina, BA Alabama-Birmingham (LIBRARY)

*SUNDERMANN, CHRISTINE A., Professor Emerita, 2002, PhD MS Georgia, BS Iowa State (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

*SUPPIRAMANIAM, VISHNU, Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD MS Auburn, DVM Madras Veterinary (DRUG DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT)

SUTTON, DAVID L., Professor Emeritus, 1993, PhD Georgia, MA Auburn University, BA Baylor (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

SUTTON, CHARLOTTE D., Associate Professor Emerita, 2016, PhD Texas AM, MBA BA Baylor (MANAGEMENT)

SWAIM, STEVEN F., Professor Emeritus, 2003, DVM Kansas State, MS Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

SWAMIDASS, PAUL M., Professor Emeritus, 1992, PhD MBA Washington, BE Osmania (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

SWANGO, LARRY, Professor Emeritus, 2000, PhD Purdue, DVM BS Oklahoma State (LAB ANIMAL RESOURCES)

*SWIDLER, STEVEN M., J. Stanley Mackin Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD MS Brown, BA Oberlin (FINANCE)

SZECHI, DANIEL, Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Oxford, BA Sheffield (HISTORY)

SZEDLMAYER, STEPHEN T., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD William Mary, MS South Florida, BA Millersville (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)
T

TABOR, RICHARD H., Professor Emeritus, 2009, PhD Florida, MBA BS Tennessee (ACCOUNTANCY)

*TAM, TIN YAU, Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD BS Hong Kong (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

TAMBLYN, JOHN W., Professor Emeritus, 1991, PhD MMus Rochester, BS BS Auburn (MUSIC)

TARRER, ARTHUR R., Professor Emeritus, June 2007, PhD MS Purdue, BS Auburn (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

TAYLOR, C. ROBERT, Professor Emeritus, 1988, PhD Missouri, MS Kansas State, BS Oklahoma State (AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY)

TAYLOR, DEBRA C., Associate Professor Emerita, 1995, MS DVM Auburn (CLINICAL SCIENCES)

TAYLOR, JANET B., Professor Emerita, September 2002, PhD Florida State, MEd BS Francis Marion (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

TEEM, DAVID, Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MS BS Auburn University (AGRONOMY SOILS)

*TEETER, LAWRENCE D., Professor, 1985, PhD Colorado State, AB Michigan (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

TEIRLINCK, LUC M., Professor Emeritus, June 2011, PhD BS Vrije (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

THOMAS JR, ROBERT E., Professor Emeritus, 2009, PhD MS Texas AM, BIE Georgia Tech (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

THOMPSON, ANNE E., Assoc. Provost and Vice President Emerita, September 1994, EdD Oklahoma St, MA Maryland, BS Auburn (UNIVERSITY OUTREACH)

THOMPSON, EMMETT F., Dean and Professor Emeritus, June 1998, PhD Oregon State, MS North Carolina State, BS Oklahoma State (FORESTRY)


THOMPSON, HENRY, Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD Houston (ECONOMICS)

THORNE, JACK F., Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD MA Alabama, BS Auburn (ACCOUNTANCY)

*TIAN, HANQIN, Professor Emeritus, 2003, PhD SUNY, MS Chinese Academy of Agric. Sciences Beijing, BS Zhejiang (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

TILT, KENNETH M., Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD BS North Carolina State, MS East Carolina (HORTICULTURE)

TIN, CHIN-CHE, Professor Emeritus, July 2013, PhD Alberta, MS BS London (PHYSICS)

TOLE, THOMAS M., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD MBA BCE Oklahoma (FINANCE)

TORREJON, ALFREDO., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MA SUNY – Buffalo (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

TOUCHTON, JOSEPH T., Department Head and Professor Emeritus, 1980, PhD Illinois, MS BSA Georgia (AGRONOMY SOILS)

TRENTHAM, GARY L., Alumni Professor Emeritus, September 1995, MA BS Murray State, MFA Indiana (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

TRENTHAM, LANDA L., Professor Emerita, September 1995, EdD Indiana, MA Murray State, BS Kentucky (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

TRIMBLE, WILLIAM F., Professor Emeritus, 2014, PhD MA BA Colorado (HISTORY)

TROY, JUDY R., Professor and Alumni Writer-in-Residence Emerita, 1992, MA Indiana, BA Illinois (ENGLISH)

TU, MAOBING, Associate Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Univ British Columbia and East China Univ, MS Tianjin Univ, BS Anhui Ag Univ (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)
TUFTS, ROBERT A., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1979, JD Jones, PhD Virginia Tech, MS BS Louisiana State (FORESTRY WILDLIFE SCIENCES)

TURNQUIST, PAUL K., Professor Head Emeritus, 1998, PhD MS Oklahoma State, BS Kansas State (AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING)

TYSON, TED W., Professor Emeritus, 2012, MS BSAE Georgia (BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

*TZENG, YONHUA, Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD MS Texas Tech, BS National Taiwan (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

U

UHLIG, FRANK, Professor Emeritus, 2013, PhD California Institute of Technology, MA Ball State University (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

*ULRICH, PAMELA V., Professor and Department Head Emerita, 1992, PhD Oregon, MS Auburn, BS Oregon State (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

*UMPHRESS, DAVID, COLSA Corporation Cyber Security and Information Assurance Professor Emeritus, 1999, PhD Texas AM University (COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)

UNGER, VERNON E., Professor Emeritus, 1998, PhD MSMS BES Johns Hopkins (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

UZUMERI, MUSTAFA V., Associate Professor Emeritus, August 2012, PhD Rensselaer, MBA York, BA Toronto (AVIATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)

V

VAN SANTEN, EDZARD, Professor Emerita, 1988, PhD MSc Wisconsin (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

VAUGHAN, JOHN THOMAS, Dean Emeritus, September 1995, DVM MS Auburn (VETERINARY MEDICINE)

*VAUGHN, BRIAN E., Professor Emeritus, 1989, PhD Minnesota, BA Arizona State (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

VECCELLIO, ROBERT L., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2012, PhD MSCE BSCE Ohio State (CIVIL ENGINEERING)

VILLAUME, SUSAN K., Professor and Associate Dean Emerita, 1988, PhD Ohio State, MS Tennessee, BA Carson Newman (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

VILLAUME, WILLIAM A., Professor Emeritus, 2011, PhD Ohio State, MDiv Lutheran Theo, BA Waterloo (PHARMACY CARE SYSTEM)

VINSON, JOHNNIE B., Professor Emeritus, November 2007, D. Arts Mississippi, BS MS Auburn (MUSIC)

VIVES, DONALD L., Professor Emeritus, June 1987, MS BS Columbia (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)

W

WADDELL, FRED E., Assoc. Professor Emeritus & Extension Family Resource Management Specialist, 2000, PhD MS BS Virginia Tech (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE)

WADE, LARKIN H., Professor Emeritus, July 1993, MS BS Auburn (FORESTRY)

WAGONER, GARY, Professor Emeritus, 1980, MFA Alfred New York, BFA Wichita State (ART)

WALDROP, HERBERT, Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 2005, MS BS Auburn (HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE)

WALKER, ROBERT H., Professor Emeritus, PhD MS BS Mississippi State (AGRONOMY SOILS)

WALKER, ROBERT P., Professor Emeritus, 1994, MS Inst. Textile Tech., BS Auburn (TEXTILE ENGINEERING)

WALLACE JR, RICHARD K., Professor Director Emeritus, 2008, PhD Auburn, MS Puerto Rico, BA Ohio Wesleyan (SCHOOL OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AQUATIC SCIENCES)
WALLS, KIMBERLY C., Professor and Head Emerita, 1997, PhD Florida State, MEd BS Auburn (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

WALSH, WILLIAM K., Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD North Carolina State, BS South Carolina (TEXTILE ENGINEERING)

WALTERS, KENNETH W., Professor Emeritus, July 2000, PhD MA Northwestern, BA Roosevelt (PHILOSOPHY)

WARBINGTON, THOMAS L., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1992, MA BS Mississippi (WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES)

WARD, CHARLOTTE E., Assoc. Professor Emerita, June 1994, PhD MS Purdue, MS BS Kentucky (PHYSICS)

WARD, KEITH J., Director Emeritus, June 1998, PhD Tennessee, MPA BS Brigham Young (CENTER FOR GOVERNMENTAL SERVICES)

WARFIELD, CAROL L., Professor and Head Emerita, 1977, PhD MS Illinois, BS South Dakota State (CONSUMER AND DESIGN SCIENCES)

WATERS, GARY L., Senior Associate Athletics Director Emeritus, June 1, 2017 (ATHLETICS DEPARTMENT)

WETZE, SONDRA JEAN, Professor Emerita and Extension Specialist, 1987, PhD Tennessee, MA BS Eastern Kentucky (POULTRY SCIENCE)

*WEESE, SONDRA JEAN, Professor Emerita and Extension Specialist, 1987, PhD Tennessee, MA BS Eastern Kentucky (POULTRY SCIENCE)

WEETE, JOHN D., Assoc. Dean and Professor Emeritus, September 1998, PhD Houston, MS BS S.F. Austin State (SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS)

WEBB, THOMAS R., Associate Professor Emeritus, 2007, PhD Iowa State, BS Oregon State (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

WEBSTER, GWYNEDD A. THOMAS, Associate Professor Emerita, 1996 (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)

WEHTJE, GLENN R., Professor Emeritus, 1981, PhD Nebraska, MS N. Dakota State, BS Washington State (CROP, SOIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES)

WELLES, ELIZABETH G., Professor Emerita, 1990, PhD Georgia, DVM Auburn, BS North Carolina State (PATHOBIOLOGY)

WENTWORTH, STUART, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD MS University of Texas, BS Auburn University (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

WELLES, ELIZABETH G., Professor Emerita, 1990, PhD Georgia, DVM Auburn, BS North Carolina State (PATHOBIOLOGY)

*WENTWORTH, STUART, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD MS University of Texas, BS Auburn University (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

WERSINGER, JEAN-MARIE P., Associate Professor Emerita, 2011, PhD BS Ecole-Lausanne (PHYSICS)

WEST, KATHRYN MILLY, Academic Program Associate Emerita (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)

WHITE, STEPHEN, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD MA Georgia, BA Oglethorpe (PHILOSOPHY)

WHITE, BONNIE J., Professor Emerita, December 2010, EdD Tennessee, MA Eastern Kentucky, MS Florida State, BA Evangel (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

WHITE, CHARLES R., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, September 1994, PhD MS BS Purdue (INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

WHITE, J. HERBERT, Executive Director Emeritus, October 1993, BS Auburn (UNIVERSITY RELATIONS)
*WHITFORD, BETTY LOU, Dean and Wayne T. Smith Distinguished Professor Emerita, 2010, PhD MAT AB North Carolina Chapel Hill (EDUCATION - ADMINISTRATION)

WHITLEY, R. DAVID, Professor Emeritus, December 2008, DVM MS Auburn University (VETERINARY MEDICINE)

WHITTEN, DAVID O., Professor Emeritus, PhD Tulane, MA South Carolina, BS Charleston (ECONOMICS)

WHITTENBURG, BOBBY L., Extension Animal Scientist & Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1994, MS Tennessee (ANIMAL SCIENCES)

WHYTE, ALYSON I., Associate Professor Emerita, 2001, PhD BA Stanford (CURRICULUM AND TEACHING)

WIGGINS, LORNA A., Librarian III Emerita, September 1995, MLS Emory, BA Agnes Scott (

*WILAMOWSKI, BOGDAN D., Professor Emeritus, 2003, D.Sc PhD MSc Technical University of Gdansk (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

WILBANKS, JAMES R., Director Emeritus, 1994, MME BME Auburn (ENGINEERING EXTENSION)

WILBANKS, MARY ELIZABETH, Librarian Emerita, 1985, MA Emory, MSLS North Carolina, AB Montevallo (RALPH BROWN DRAUGHON LIBRARY)

WILKE, ARTHUR S., Professor Emeritus, 2002, PhD MA Minnesota, BS Wisconsin (SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK)

*WILLIAMS, J. DAVID, Professor Emeritus, 1984, PhD Ohio State, MS BS Auburn (HORTICULTURE)

WILLIAMS, DOUGLAS F., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, June 1990, PhD Texas, MA Michigan, BA N. Michigan (EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY)

WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH G., Assoc. Professor Emerita, June 1987, MS BS Auburn (ACCOUNTANCY)

WILLIAMS, HUGH O., Alumni Professor Emeritus, June 1985, MA Columbia, BAA Auburn ()

WILLIAMS, JOHN R., Professor Emeritus, December 2011, PhD North Carolina State, BS North Georgia (PHYSICS)

WILLIAMS, MICHAEL L., Professor Emeritus, June 2012, PhD MS Virginia Tech, BS Arkansas State (ENTOMOLOGY PLANT PATHOLOGY)

WILLIAMS, JAMES S., Professor Emeritus, 1982, MS Clemson, BS Toledo (MCWHORTER SCHOOL OF BUILDING SCIENCE)

WILLIAMS JR, KING E., Professor Emeritus, 1983, MA BA Alabama (SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM)

WILMOTH, JAMES N., Professor Emeritus, September 1995, PhD MS Wayne State, BS Marshall (VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION)

WILSON, MARTHA W., Clinical Professor Emerita, 1990, AuD Penn. School of Optometry, MA Kent State, BS Miami (SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING SCIENCES)

WILSON, ARLETTE C., Professor Emerita, June 2010, PhD Arkansas, MBA BBA Mississippi (ACCOUNTANCY)

WILSON, DENNIS, Professor Emeritus, December 2008, EdD MS Tennessee, BS Union (SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY)

WINDLE, ROBERT T, Senior Associate Athletics Director and Chief Financial Officer Emeritus (ATHLETICS DEPARTMENT)

WIT, LAWRENCE C., Assoc. Dean and Professor Emeritus, October 2012, PhD Missouri, MS Western Illinois, BS Wheaton (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

WITT, BARBARA, Dean and Professor Emerita, 2010, EdD Columbia, MSN BSN Connecticut (NURSING)

WITTE, JAMES, Delta Air Lines Endowed Professor Emeritus, PhD University of South Florida, MS College of William and Mary, BS University of Nebraska (SCHOOL OF AVIATION)

WOLF, LORRAINE W., Professor Emerita, 1993, PhD Alaska, MA BA SUNY Binghamton (GEOSCIENCES)

WOLFE, DWIGHT F., Professor Emeritus, 1980, DVM MS Auburn, BS Tennessee (CLINICAL SCIENCES)
WOLFE, LAUREN G., Professor Emeritus and Head, October 2006, PhD DVM MS Ohio State (PATHOBIOLOGY)
WOLTERS, ROGER S., Professor Emeritus, 2008, PhD Illinois, MAc BBA North Florida (MANAGEMENT)
WOOD, C. Wesley, Professor Emeritus, 2014, PhD Colorado State, MS BS Mississippi State (AGRONOMY SOILS)
*WOODS, FLOYD M., Associate Professor Emeritus, 1990, PhD Mississippi State, MS Cornell, BS Tuskegee (HORTICULTURE)
*WOOTEN, MICHAEL C., Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD North Texas State, MS BS Memphis State (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
WORLEY, S. D., Professor Emeritus, 2009, PhD Texas, BS Auburn (CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY)
WORTHINGTON, JAMES E., Assoc. Professor Emeritus. Accountancy, 2000, PhD MA Missouri, BSBA Pittsburg State ()
*WRIGHT, JAMES C., Professor Emeritus, 1985, PhD MS Missouri, DVM Georgia, BS Virginia Tech (PATHOBIOLOGY)
WU, CHWAN-HWA, Professor Emeritus, 1987, PhD MS PolyTechnic-New York, BS National Chiao Tung (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)
WYLIE, ROY, Professor Emeritus, 2007, D Mus Arts Texas, MM Manhattan School of Music, BM SMU (MUSIC)
WYSOCKA-DILLER, JOANNA, Associate Professor Emerita, 2000, PhD MA Columbia, BS Hunter (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

Y

YOO, KYUNG HAK, Professor Emeritus, 2014, Professor Emeritus (BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING)
YOO, CHAI H., Professor Emeritus, June 2007, PhD MS Maryland, BSCE Seoul National (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
YOUNG, SAM W., Assoc. Professor Emeritus, 1997, PhD MS BA Texas (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)

Z

ZEE, RALPH H., Associate Dean and Professor Emeritus, 1986, PhD MS BS Wisconsin (ENGINEERING - ADMINISTRATION)
ZENOR, PHILLIP L., Professor Emeritus, July 2009, PhD MS BS Houston (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)
*ZHONG, JUMING, Professor Emeritus, 2001, PhD University of Missouri, DVM Southwest Chengdu P.R.China (ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY PHARMACOLOGY)
*ZINNER, BERTRAM, Associate Professor Emeritus, 1994, PhD Utah, BS Darmstadt (MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS)
ZORR JR, PAUL A., Professor Emeritus, 2014, MArch BArch Illinois Inst. (ARCHITECTURE)
*ZYLLA-JONES, ELIZABETH, Clinical Professor Emerita, 1991, MS Purdue, BA Pacific (SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING SCIENCES)